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Welcome!
We hope you enjoy the first-ever Sid Black Report, College Football '86.
Like any first-time endeavor, putting together this magazine has been an
adventure-sometimes frustrating, but always challenging and exciting .
The Sid Black Report is the brainchild of Willy Eubanks, our publisher.
Without his vision, persistence, and sacrifice, there would be no Sid Black
Report. This publication , then , is the fulfillment of a dream he had , and its
completion a credit to a man who kept chasing that dream-overcoming
discouragement, all kinds of obstacles, and climbing expenses -until it
became a reality.
The magazine is intended to be informative and enjoyable, first of all, for the
fans. We hope that it is also useful, especially for its public relations value, to
the schools and conferences covered.

To all of the sports information people, football coaches, athletic departments, school personnel, and conference commissioners and office staffs
who have fully cooperated with us from the beginning , a sincere thank you.
We look forward to your continued assistance.
I would lik~to thank Mr. Eubanks for searching me out when he needed an
editor and professional writer. I relished the opportunity, and as I expected,
the experience has been enriching and rewarding.
Finally, I thank my wife Marilyn and daughters Andrea and Deanna who put
up with me, or more accurately without me, while I pursued this project, and
my father, Nicholas, who was visiting us and watched with interest as this
project unfolded down the home stretch .

The Sid Black Report
P. 0. Box 2636
Tuscaloosa, Alabama 35403
(205) 345-8038
Publisher

Willy J. Eubanks
Editor and Staff Writer

Donald F. Staffo
Graphics

Tony Moore
THE SID BLACK REPORT wishes
to thank the following individuals
for their assistance: John L. Freed,
Eva Rozier, Diane Stephens, Dannis Cowart, Narkita Greene, Vivian
Sanya, Marilyn Staffo, Lee Wilson ,
Bo Brown, George E. Curry, Steve
Smith, and Drexel 8. Ball. Appreciation is also extended to the
Conference Commissioners and
their staffs, President Cordell Wynn
and the Stillman College Community, the sports information departments, football coaches, and
athletic departments of the included institutions.
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published annually by The Sid
Black Publishing Company, P. 0 .
Box 2636, Tuscaloosa, Alabama
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Donald F. Staffo, Ph.D.
Editor
Professor and Chairman , Dept. of HPER
Stillman College
Tuscaloosa, Alabama
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What Conference and NCAA Commissioners say about
the Sid Black Report!
"On behalf of the SWAC I applaud the efforts of t~e Sid Blac~ ~eport to
cover athletics at the historically black institutions. The 1~creased v1s1b1hty_of
sports at these institutions is critical to the success and increased recognition of the athletic programs at these schools.
.
In addition to covering sports, I'm sure that the news that Is put out by
the Sid Black Report will reflect and make the general pu_bli~ m?re ~?gnizant of the strengths of the academic programs at these InstItutIons.
Dr. James Frank
Commissioner, SWAG
''We need magazines such as the Sid Black Report. I believe th is will
broaden our scope in the coverage given to athletics at the outstanding
black institutions in the country.
The Sid Black Report is most definitely welcome in the CIM. Alumni
and friends across the country should also welcome the efforts of this
magazine.''
Bob Moorman

Commissioner, CIAA
"We are happy to be a part of the Sid Black Report. Being one of two
historically black conferences in NCAA Division 1 and 1-M in football, the
exposure and the information provided by the Sid Black Report is very
valuable to us.
We hope that we can continue to be a part of the Sid Black Report,
and that by reading it subscribers will maintain and upgrade their
knowledge of black college football.''
Kenneth A. Free

Commissioner, MEAC
' ' Historically black colleges and universities need all of the support and
recognition that they can get. Athletes at historically black institutions,
especially the smaller colleges, do not get the media coverage that they
deserve. The Sid Black Report is a badly needed publication which will go
a long way toward filling this void . The SIAC appreciates, supports and applauds the Sid Black Report.''
Dr. Howard Davis

Commissioner, S/AC
" As a charter member of the NCAA's Presidents' Commission , I feel
that the Sid Black Report is a valuable addition to the college sports scene. I
think that, in terms of exposure, it will make an immediate contribution to the
athletic programs at the historically black colleges. Hopefully, there will be
some other spinoffs that will be of benefit to all of us associated with these
institutions.
We are particularly pleased and proud that the editor of the Sid Black
Report, Dr. Donald Staffo, is a professor and department chairman here at
Stillman College. He has been directly responsible for the increased
coverage that our athletic teams have received locally. Dr. Staffo has, in a
very short time, made a positive impact on our campus and community,
and by putting out the Sid Black Report, is extending his influence
throughout the country.
We are most supportive of his efforts as they pertain to the Sid Black
Report.''
Dr. Cordell Wynn

NCAA Presidents' Commission,
Charter Member
President, Stillman College
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GRAMBLING'S EDDIE ROBINSON

King of the Hill
The College Football 300-Win Club, of
which there are only four members, contains some fabled football names. There
is Glen "Pop" Warner (308-106-32), the
man they named a youth football league
after. Amos Alonzo Stagg (314-199-35),
for whom an NCAA Division 1-AA bowl
game is named . And Paul "Bear" Bryant
(323-85-17), the legendary coach of the
Alabama Crimson Tide, the namesake of
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an award now given by the Associated
Press to college football's national
champion .
All great coaches indeed, but the
leader of the pack is Eddie Robinson
(329-109-15), college football 's all-time
winningest coach. As he begins his 45th
year at Grambling, each win Robinson
gets adds to his own standard. Whereas
the other three coaches have been immortalized , it really wasn't until Robinson ,
who has coached his entire career at
historically black Grambling, closed in on
victory #300 and then chased and finally caught the Bear's record that he got
any real national recognition .
Then, on October 5, 1985 in Dallas ,
Texas when his Tigers beat Prairie View
27-7 , President Reagan even called.
" You hold the record for the most
wins," the President said, "but more than
just wins, you have a deep interest in your
young men and what they will do for the
rest of their lives. They will be better men
for having a coach like you ."
"Only in America; this could only happen in America," Robinson, then 66, said
after his historic victory . '' I just hope that
in whatever happens, I can handle it in
the same way that the men before me like
Warner, Stagg , and coach Bryant
(handled it)."
It's taken a long time, but it's all coming to Robinson now. He's been on the
cover of numerous magazines, been interviewed on all the networks, and had
feature after feature written about him, to
the point where he now doesn't return
many of his telephone calls or
acknowledge requests for interviews.
"If you're waiting for meto brag about
how great a coach I am or how much I've
accomplished, you've come to the
wrong person ," he recently told the
Associated Press. "This record is
everybody's at Grambling."
"It kind of throws me off when the
media want to talk only to me. I can ap-

preciate the job they have to do, but I
don 't want to have them tied up so much
with me as to where the players don't get
any attention . They 're the ones who are
really doing it."
Speaking of players, Robinson has
had his share of good ones, sending
more than 200 of them on to the professional ranks , including Paul 'Tank'
Younger who in 1949 became the first
player from an historically black college
to go on to the NFL, and Willie Davis and
Willie Brown , who are now in the National
Football League Hall of Fame following
championship careers with the Green
Bay Packers and Oakland Raiders,
respectively . Others followed like Ernie
Ladd and Buck Buchanan, mammoth
tackles on Kansas City's best teams,and
wide receivers Frank Lewis (Pittsburgh
Steelers) and Charlie Smith (Philadelphia
Eagles).
Moreover, James Harris and Doug
Williams, the first black quarterbacks to
play in the NFL and USFL respectively,
are both Grambling products. Williams
was also the first black quarterback to be
an NFL first-round draft choice. Current
Robinson proteges' are Trumaine
Johnson and Charlie Joiner, both wide
receivers with San Diego, Sammy White
who plays the same position for Minnesota, and Everson Walls, a defensive
back for Dallas.
Through the years these were some of
the stars that helped Robinson's Tigers
win or share 13 Southwestern Athletic
Conference championships. Along the
way, Robinson has won the Stagg
Award, regarded by many as college
football's most prestigious distinction,
been elected president of the American
Football Coaches Association, and has
been honored in almost every way possible, including being in the company of
presidents.
(continued next page)

But it wasn't always this way. Born
February 12, 1919 in Jackson, Louisiana, the son of a sharecropper and
domestic worker, Robinson graduated
from Leland College but found himself
working during the day at a feed mill for
25 cents an hour, and at night on an ice
truck trying to support a pregnant wife.
Dr. Ralph Jones rescued Robinson
from the factory, paying him $64.65 a
month to come coach Grambling's struggling football team .
Back then, Robinson remembers cutting the grass, marking the field, taping
the kids, and writing the game story. With
the victories, however, came a change
in the coach . "In the late 1950's or60's,"
he said, "I had problems with Eddie
Robinson, about the way I needed to go.
It was 'they' did this and 'we' that. I finally decided that all of us should be
Americans. We can disagree without being disagreeable ."

It was then that Robinson came to
terms with himself, realizing that he had
the same opportunities as everyone else,
and that if he was willing to pay the price
with hard work, anything was possible.
Like he stated after winning game
number 324, "Only in America ... " That's
what Robinson has been preaching to
his Tigers through 4½ decades-not to
make or accept excuses, but if they work,
they can be anything they wanted to be.
And most of them have . They have
become winners, not only in football but
in the game of life.
Still, there are those that knock Robinson's record, or at least want an asterisk
next to it, stating that it was accomplished
at the 1-AA level against inferior competition. The bottom line, however, is that you
play in your league, and Robinson has
not only played, but won and won bigin fact, more than any other college

coach. Furthermore, you could take
Robinson's best players at Grambling
over the years and match them against
the best turned out by Bryant at 'Barna,
Woody Hayes at Ohio State , or Joe
Paterno at Penn State and you'd have
one hellava' football game.
Robinson's record, and the players
that he's sent to the pros, are the cornerstones of his legacy, one he established with hard-work, sacrifice,
discipline, fundamentals, and a nononsense philosophy. But the best thing
about Robinson's record is that he's
done it with dignity. More importantthan
just winning , he's won with class. And
since he's not planning to pack it in until
Louisiana law states he has to at age 70,
the Eddie Robinson story at Grambling
will continue to add pages, if not
chapters . ■
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BO JACKSON DAY IN BESSEMER

The Man Behind the Heisman
I'll never forget my raising," Bo
Jackson said, "or where I came from."
The audience applauded .
Jackson told how he grew up, one of
ten children, in a little three-room house.
"It had a kitchen, a living room, and a
bedroom . The kitchen had a pot bellied
stove and the bedroom had twin beds,''
he said. "Sometimes I didn't have
covers. I slept wherever I could find a
spot in front of the heater. But I never worried because I knew my mom would take
care of me ... 1'11 tell you one thing, if you
had a mom like my mom, you're a lucky
person.''
The guest of honor told how he has
travelled all over the country, stayed in
luxurious motels, and attended $150 a
plate dinners. "But I don't have no
regrets. If I had grown up in a 13-room
house, instead of the way I did, I wouldn't
be here now," he said.
Jackson uses his experiences to help
him handle the problems and difficulties
he faces today. ''I've had harder times,''
he says he tells himself. "(Now) when
things ain't going right, I look back and
say, 'things ain 't bad as they were.'"
He then told of the best dream he ever
had. "I was in Auburn and I dreamed I
was back in that three-room house. We
were putting sweet potatoes under that
pot bellied stove to roast. I'll tell ya, I woke
up with tears in my eyes. That's
something I can't put out of my mind .
Times like that, lock 'em in your mind .
"I 'm nine classes shy of graduation ,
and I will get my degree," he emphasized . The crowd applauded again .
On June 7th it was Bo Jackson Day in
Bessemer, Alabama and the townspeople rolled outthe red carpetto honor
one of their own, one who had not forgotten his roots, or them . They sold out the
Bessemer Civic Center for a banquet in
an expression of appreciation for what
Jackson, the 1985 Heisman Trophy winner, has meant to his hometown.
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After a record-setting career as a runningback at Auburn, where in four years
he rush ed for 4,303 yards despite
numerous injuries, and an outstanding
season in baseball as a junior, when he
batted .401 with 17 home runs and
knocked in 43 runs, Jackson has his
choice of a career in professional football
or professional baseball. At 6-1 , 222
pounds, some people see him as
another Jimmy Brown, the standard by
which all other running backs are compared. Others say he has the home run
swing of future Hall-of-Farner Reggie
Jackson .
Jackson's achievements are common
knowledge and well-documented. But a
visitor gets the feeling that the people
came to salute Jackson-the personas much as Jackson, the multi-talented
athlete. Those who know him best
talked about another side of Bo Jackson.
They said what he has accomplished on
athletic fields is outdone only by the way
he conducts himself off of the field .
"First of all, he's the greatest athlete
that ever came through Auburn, no
doubt about it," said Hub Waldrop, the
Auburn trainer who is in his 26th year at
the school, and the person there who is

said to have had the most influence on
Bo. "But to me, what stands out the most
are the little things he does for other
people-children , the elderly, the hand·
icapped . He's such a gentleman. It just
amazes me how he's so poised in any
situation. He's the type of person you
want for a son."
Auburn head coach Pat Dye, who has
stated that Jackson has more physical
talent than any individual he has ever
been around , put it another way. "I
wanted Bo to know just how much he has
meantto our football team and to Auburn
University. I told Bo, your presence on
this football team gives us hope. Can you
imagine going to Birmingham to play
Alabama without hope? I still remember
how, when he was a freshman, he broke
a 53 yard run for a touchdown, and then
later went over from a yard out to win the
(Alabama) game.
"The next year, though , was when he
really took off. Letmesaythis. Bo never,
ever let Auburn down. ltwasmyfault(that
we didn't always live up to expectations)
We just failed in other areas."
Then he added what is perhaps more
important. "But the biggest thing is his
love and compassion for common folks,
people (of all ages and with problems)
who need somebody to identify with. He
gives them hope (too)."
Even President Reagan had
something to add . "Your example has
made a difference in the lives of the
young people you haveworkedwith," he
wrote in a letter to Jackson offering
congratulations.
Earlier in the day, in a ceremony at
McAdory High School where Jackson
starred in three sports (football, baseball,
track), they officially retired his jersey.
Before that there was a parade, with Bo
riding in a float decorated like a football
field, with an Auburn helmet in one end
zone and a McAdory helmet in the other.
(continued on page 54)

TOTTEN NOW PLAYING IN CANADA ... BUT

Why Wasn't Satellite Drafted
Most people know the Willie Totten
story by now. An all-American at
Mississippi Valley State University, Totten
became the most prolific passer in NCAA
history when he set 74 NCAA 1-AA
records, and several all-time NCAA (all
divisions) marks during a star-studded
four-year stay in Itta Bena.

From 1982-1985 he threw 1629
passes, completing 952 of them (58%) for
13, 170 yards and 141 touchdowns. He
averaged 321 yards passing a game,
while throwing for almost 7½ miles of real
estate during his career.
Totten's junior year, when he converted
368 of 593 passes (62%) for 5043 yards

and 58 touchdowns, was his best one.
That year he averaged almost 460 yards
passing per contest, and in one game
threw for almost 600 (599), and in another
fired 9 touchdown passes. Even the birds,
for fear of getting knocked out of the air
by a Totten trajectory, knew better than to
(continued on page 55)
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ALBANY STATE
COLLEGE

ii

" Rams"
(SIAC)

Albany State finished 9-2 last year, and
with 1O of 11 starters returning on offense ,
including first team all-conference running
back Dan Land, should , according to
sports information director Aaron Caldwell ,
" put some points on the board ."
Land (5-11, 190), the leading rusher in
the conference last year, is a slashing-type
runner who can turn the corner. A senior,
he averaged 5.3 yards a carry, 112 yards
a game, and scored 11 touchdowns last
year enroute to rushing for a school record
1235 yards .
" He's probably the best runner the
school has ever had ," said Jerry Clay, a
member of the sports information staff.
"His speed and strength are deceiving .
You wouldn 't think that he could do what
he does."
Senior Antwan Banks, a 5-10, 196
pound fullback, gained 280 yards (3 .9 a
carry) last season , but is used mostly to
clear a path for Land.
Nathaniel Street and Stanley Williams are
likely to once again share the quarterback
duties. Street, a 5-11, 165 pound senior,
is more experienced , passing for almost
1000 yards (987) and 8 touchdowns last
season . According to Clay, " he's also a
more elusive runner ."
Williams (6-2, 170), a sophomore, started
some games late last season when he
threw for 515 yards and 5 TD 's.
Regardless of who the OB is, they most
likely will throw to James Rich , 6-0, 170
pound junior wide receiver who made 2nd
team all-SIAC as a sophomore when he
latched onto 30 passes for 145 yards (15
yds . per catch) and 3 TD 's.
" The question marks are on defense,"
said Caldwell , where the Rams lost 7 of 11
starters from a defensive platoon ranked
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#9 in NCAA Division II. "Switching this year
to a 3-4 formation from the 5-2 we played
last year could also present some problems. The key on defense will definitely
be our linebackers."
Aaron Green , a 6-3 , 205 pound senior
who played defensive end last year, and
Willie Terry, a 6-1 , 180 pound sophomore,
are expected to be the stalwarts. Green ,
who led the team in QB sacks, is quick, aggressive, and a fierce hitter. "Terry has a
nose for the play," said Caldwell. " He
plugs up the gaps and hits harder than you
would think for a guy his size. Both should
be all-conference this year."
The problem might be the front line
where there is a lack of experience.
"Because of that you 'll probably see less
blitzing and less man-to-man coverage
from us this year," said Caldwell.
Rams returning in the offensive line include Anthony Cox, a 6-1 , 238 pound
senior center, tackles Anthony Hines (Jr.,
6-2, 240) and Michael Reliford (Jr. , 6-2,
275), and guard Reginald Parkham (Sr.,
6-2 , 245) .
Parkham started a couple of games last
year, as did running back Lorenzo Terry
(Jr ., 5-11, 200), who also returns.
On defense , sophomores Jeffrey
Gordon (defensive back, 5-11 , 165) and
Michael Pullins (linebacker, 6-2 , 206)
should provide help.
Caldwell sums it up by saying, " due to
the offense, we'll be a contender. The
uncertainty is on defense."
He says ''Tuskegee, with their awesome
passing game , is the team to beat. Fort
Valley State, despite changing coaches,
should be tough , and Morris Brown should
be much improved."

Head Coach Hampton Smith
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1986 SCHEDULE
OPPONENT
Morehouse
Miles College
at Alabama MM
at Ronda A&M
Tuskegee
Alabama State
at Georgia Southwestern
aark College (HC)
at Morris Brown
Savannah Stale
at Fort Valley

1985 RESULTS
(9-2-0)

ASC

20
44
26
20
20
24
28
46
14
37
23

Morehouse
Miles
Alabama MM
Florida A&M
Tuskegee
Alabama State
Georgia Southwestern
Oark
Morris Brown
Savannah State
Fort Valley

OPP
6
0
0
31
t3
8
14
15

28
10
3

ALCORN STATE
UNIVERSITY
"Braves"
(SWAC)

Alcorn State must replace quarterback
Richard Myles, the school 's all-time leading
passer, Tony Knox, whom ASU people feel
was one of the best centers ever in the
SWAC, Michael Reese, an all-American
who was the second leading tackler as well
as team leader in QB sacks and fumble
recoveries, Wayne Dillard, first team allconference and the team 's leading tackler,
and Perry Qualls, their top rusher and
second-leading receiver .
But the biggest loss for the Braves, by
far, is Marion Casem, their coach for the
past 22 years. Casem , called the 'Godfather of the SWAC, ' compiled a 139-69-8
career mark at Alcorn , including 7-3 last
year. He left to become athletic director at
Southern. His successor, Theo Danzy, has
been coaching for 28 years, 16 as an
Alcorn assistant. He previously was the
head coach and athletic director at Miles
College, Prairie View A&M and Alabama
A&M .

Despite the departures, the cupboard is
not bare . Ten starters return , split evenly
among the offense and defense, including
defensive back Milton Barney, the top
returning receiver in the SWAC, and Milton
Mack, considered a pro prospect.
Barney, a 5-9, 152 pound senior, caught
a team-high 31 passes last season for 452
yards. However, he is most dangerous as
a return specialist. He earned second team
all-conference after return ing 16 kickoffs for
320 yards (20 yard average) and running
back 28 punts for 261 yards (9.3 average),
both team highs. " Pound for pound ,
Barney is one of the best players in the
SWAC, if not the best," states Braves' offensive coordinator Ocie Brown. "He runs
a 4.7 forty, has great hands, and has the
knack of getting free and then catching the
football. He's a money player. If we need
something from him , he'll respond ."
Mack, a 5-11 , 182 pound senior, led the
team in interceptions last year with 5, was
second in pass break-ups with 13, and fifth
in tackles with 41. He has run a 4.59 forty-

yard dash , and according to Brown, " is
tough in man-to-man and deep coverage."
Robert Washington, a 6-4, 251 pound
senior who made the SWAC second-team
last season, Anthony Wood , honorable
mention all-SWAC , and starter James
Hervey are all back to stabilize the offen sive line. Two players who sat out last year,
James Harper and Dwayne White, provide
additional help , and according to Brown ,
" either or both could start."
However, the defensive line, minus four
starters, must be rebuilt. Andrei Branch ,
6-1 and 258 , and Roy Coleman , 6-1 and
233 , are being counted on to fill some
holes. Alcorn has a veteran secondary, led
by Mack. Elliot Smith and Bilal Abdul-Malik
return, where together they picked off 6
passes, batted down 25 more, and were
in on 79 tackles.
Another problem is at quarterback
where ASU lost not only their starter
(Myles), but also their back-up (Robert
Raines). Jerome Vigne, a 6-2, 187 pound
junior, could start. "He's a good medium
range passer," said Brown , " and we're
working on his deep passing. Knowing our
system gives him the edge at th is point."
Also available is sophomore Larry Brown ,
a 6-0, 180 pound southpaw. " He's a better runner, but he's still learning the offense ," said Brown. "He needs to improve
his passing game. If he does, he can be
good."
The same is true in the backfield, where
with Qualls and John Stafford gone, 5-10 ,
209 pound sophomore tailback Cedric
Bush is the leading returning rusher (79 attempts, 305 yards, 3 TD 's). Brown said
Bush is a powerback who can run inside
as well as outside, "but his biggest asset
is that he can catch the ball out of the
backfield .''
The question then is, do the Braves have
enough guns to go on the war path? Tradition says they will not smoke the peace
pipe .

Head Coach Theo Danzy
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1986 SCHEDULE
DATE OPPONENT
S
6 Stephen F. Austin
13 at Grambling (Shreveport)
20 Alabama State
0
4 at South Carolina State
11 Texas Southern (HC)
18 at Florida A&M (Miami)
25 Southern
N
8 at Miss. Valley State
(Jackson)
15 at Prairie View A&M
22 Jackson State

1985 RESULTS
(7-3-0)
ASU

20
30
12
39
36
23
28
35
41
20

OPP
Grambling State
Alabama State
Stephen F. Austin
South Carolina State
Texas Southern
Southern
Florida A&M
Miss. Valley State
Prairie View A&M
Jackson State

30
14
42
24
13
13
7

28
7

31
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BETHUNE-COOKMAN
COLLEGE
"Wildcats"
(MEAC)

Bethune-Cookman lost six starters offensively, including all-American quarterback
Bernard Hawk, and according to Larry
Little , the Wildcats' fourth year coach , " our
offense is in a transition period ."
Maybe so, but don 't be fooled . In his next
breath Little says his team , which finished second in the MEAC last year, will be " in the
thick of it again ."
Greg Ross, a 6-3, 200 pound junior from
Miami and sophomore Anthony Thomas, a
6-3, 200 pound transfer from the University
of Tennessee, are battling for Hawk's position . Both are drop-back quarterbacks who
throw well , with Thomas being the better runner. However, with three years experience
in the program , Ross knows the system , and
" if we were starting tomorrow, he'd be the
quarterback," stated Little.
King Green , last year's top running back,
graduated. Replacing him will be Kevin
Finnie, a 5-10, 180 pound sophomore with
outstanding speed. Six-foot, 210 pound Andre' Harper is projected to be the fullback .
" He's a good inside runner and a good
receiver out of the backfield ," Little said .
Greg Taylor, a junior from Quincy, Fla.,
must fill the shoes of Sabastian Brown , last
year's top receiver who caught 61 passes for
1032 yards. " He's not the fastest guy
around ," said Little, " but he has great hands
and he has the ability to get open ."
Rennie Watson , who is especially tough in
the clutch , returns at one end and is a deep
threat. Melvin Ford , a 6-4, 230 pound
transfer from East Carolina who caught 7
passes for 80 yards in the Wildcats spring
game, and Yelberton Fraizer are vying for the
tight end positi on vacated by Art
Simmons. Fraizer, a former fullback, isan excellent blocker and a versatile athlete . " He
can do a lot of th ings, so we need him out on
the field somewhere," said Little.
The offensive line is led by 6-4, 265 pound
left tackle Donava Fann . " He's an all-
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American candidate ," according to
Little, who as a former all-pro guard for the
Miami Dolphins, should know one when he
sees one. " He's probably the best lineman
in the conference. He's our captain and team
leader."
At center, Wallace Aristide , a 6-2 , 240
pound junior who was honorable mention allconference last year, is back.
Mark Irvin, a 5-10, 185 pound all-American
candidate at strong safety, heads the
defense. He was first team all-conference last
year. "Pound for pound , he's the toughest
kid on our team," stated Little. " He's a vicious
hitter. He's 185, but hits like he's 290. The pro
scouts drool over the way he knocks linemen
on their butts."
Second-team all-conference performers
Dwight Oliver at defensive end , Johnny Butts
at linebacker, and Dwight Simmons attackle,
all return . Plus, Harvard Firsher, a cornerback who was a second-teamer two years
ago but slipped to honorable mention last
season , and Avery Mccree (honorable mention) are returning. So is Greg Moss, a 6-3 ,
245 pound defensive end who , according to
his coach , should be all-conference this year.
Traditionally a passing team , look for B-C,
with more speed in the backfield and
operating behind a veteran offensive line, to
run more this year. Still , defense, where they
lost only one starter (Varon Mobley) , will be
the key to the team 's success.
Asked about the kicking game Little says,
'' In Manny Manoi as, I feel we have the best
field goal kicker in black college football.
He's accurate from 40 yards and in ." Punting chores will be handled by George Smith
(37 yd . average).
" I'm optimistic about our football team "
said Little. " I expect to be a contende r
somewhere in the top three ."
'
1

Head Coach Larry Little
GENERAL INFORMATION
Daytona Beach, FL

LOCATION
FOUNDED
COLORS
ENROLLMENT
AFFILIATION
PRESIDENT
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR
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1986 SCHEDULE

DATE OPPONENT
s
6 at Central Florida
13 Morgan State
20 al Howard
27 Grambling State
(Jacksonville)
11 al Georgia Southern
0
18 Delaware State
25 South Carolina State (HC)
N
1 at North Carolina A&T
8 Tennessee State (Miam0
15 Morris Brown
29 Florida A&M (Tampa)

1985 RESULTS

(6-5-0)

BCC

37
14
23
7
24
45
20
17
20
31

Central Florida
Virginia State
Howard
Delaware State
Georgia Southern
South Carolina State
North Carolina A&T
Tennessee State
Morris Brown
RoridaA&M

0 PP
39
13
14
51
46

36
14
24
0
27

BOWIE STATE
COLLEGE
"Bulldogs"
(CIAA)

Bowie State (0-10 last year) and Morgan
State share the dubious distinction of having
the longest losing streak in the nation, 21
games.
" That's our first objective, to break that
streak," stated new Head Coach David
Dolch . Dolch knows about winn ing , having
previously been the assistant head coach at
Delaware State, a Division 1-AA power that
last season went 9-2 , won the MEAC, and
ranked #2 in the country. He realizes the two
programs are currently at opposite ends of
the spectrum but points out, ''five or six years
ago Delaware State was in a very similar
situation. They lost one game 105-0, but look
at them now."
So Coach Dolch knows what can be done
and he's looking forward to the challenge .
' 'The biggest difference is we lack personnel here. We 're also lacking in funds and the
size of our coaching staff. But we are already
working on those shortcomings. We had a
good recruiting year, puttogether an entirely new coaching staff, and have done some
things to raise money.''
The top recruit is Darnell Rankins, a 6-0,
260 pound defensive tackle who made allcity Pittsburgh three straight years. " He can
control the line of scrimmage and is very difficult to run against," said Dolch. Big Marcus
Williams, a 6-5 , 260 pound offensive tackle ,
is considered a coup. He wasn 't recruited
hard because he went to a technical high
school that didn't play football, and after
transferring , only played one year of high
school ball. " He got lost in the shuffle, but
with his size, strength, and agility, should
help us immediately in the offensive line, "
said Dolch . Anthony Jennings, a 6-2, 250
pound all-Anne Arundel County center, is the
third recruiting prize. " His intensity and ability
to block until the whistle blows are his
strengths," said Dolch.
"Those three are projected as starters, but
given our situation , there are a lot of other
potential starters among our recruits," explained Dolch. " There are a lot of disappointments and surprises in every recruiting class.

On paper we did very well this year, but only time will tell how good these kids really
are."
Dolch said his team 's biggest weakness
is in the offensive line, so Williams and
Jennings are just what the coach ordered .
Depth throughout the team is another
serious problem, so the recruits will get ample opportunity to show their stuff. "We're
awfully young , with only 4 seniors and 7
juniors listed on last year's roster," said
Dolch . " That's something I plan to change .
We definitely need more experienced upperclassmen.' '
For now , the Bulldogs ' best upperclassmen are Kevin Gaskins, Samuel Muse,
Michael Barnes, Sigiesmond Hart, and Eric
Chase. Gaskins, Muse, Chase and Barnes
spearhead the Dogs ' defense , which
according to Dolch , is the team 's strength .
Dolch said Gaskins, a 5-9 , 160 pound senior
defensive back, " has a knack for being
around the football. For that reason I'm expecting him to intercept quite a few passes
this season.
" Muse is also small (5-9 , 160), but has the
tendency to make the big hit or the big play.
He also runs back kickoffs and punts so he
contributes in a variety of ways," continued
Dolch. Chase, a 6-3, 230 pound sophomore
defensive tackle is, according to his coach ,
" capable of dominating the line of scrimmage. His asset is his ability to rush the
quarterback and he's very tough against the
run ." Barnes, a junior outside linebacker,
played as a freshman but sat out last year.
" He looked good in our spring game and we
think he can help us," said Dolch . Hart, an
academic all-American , is Bowie's best offensive lineman. Dolch is counting on the 6-0,
266 pound senior guard to lead the offense
up front.
The Bulldogs will need all the help they can
get because they gave up 363 points last
year, while only scoring 43. "We hope to correct that by controlling the football and keeping the defense off the field ," said Dolch.

Head Coach David Dolch

GENERAL INFORMATION

LOCATION
Bowie. MD
FOU NDED
1865
COLORS
Black/Gold
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2,600
AFFILI ATION
NCAA Division II
PRESIDENT
D, James Lyons, Sr.
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DATE
S
6
13
20
27
0
4
11
25
N
1
8
15

1986 SCHEDULE
OPPONENT
at Savannah State
Virginia Union
Elizabeth City
at Johnson C. Smith
Hampton
at Fayetteville State
at Winston-Salem State
N.C. Central (HC)
at Livi ngstone
at Univ. of D.C .

1985 RESULTS
(0-10-0)

BSC
0
6

0
21

0
15

0
0
0
0

Fayetteville State
Virginia Union
Elizabeth City State
Johnson C. Smith
Hampton
Saint Paul's
Winston-Salem State
North Carolina Central
Livingstone
University of D.C.

OPP
42
42
27
24

40
49
33
55

30
21

CENTRAL STATE
UNIVERSITY
"Marauders"
(INDEPENDENT)

Billy Joe has been a winner all his life- as
an award-winning football player and recordsetting shot-putter at Villanova, international
track performer, Rookie-of-the-Year with the
Denver Broncos, a member of the New York
Jets 1969 Super Bowl Champions, and as
a head coach at Cheyney State and now at
Central State.
After inheriting a Central State Program
that had four consecutive losing seasons,
Joe turned the Marauders' program around,
going 12-1, 9-2 , and 8-3 the past three
seasons. His teams have been to three
straight NCAA Division II Play-Offs, with his
1983 team reaching the National Championship game before losing to North Dakota
State. Entering his sixth season at Central ,
with 32 lettermen returning, including 14
starters, there is no reason to expect that to
change.
" This should be one of the most exciting
years in Central State football history with the
addition of the Circle City Classic .. .in Indianapolis ... (against) Florida A&M University," said Joe. " Our program is increasing
by leaps and bounds ... The 1986 season will
be one of the most difficult as far as opponents, but we expect to be in the Division
II Play-Offs for the fourth straight year."
Joe can speak confidently because, offensively, with the top quarterback (Vince
Leavell) and the two leading receivers (5-9 ,
165 pound junior Pernell Moore and 5-8, 150
pound junior Garland Watts) returning , Central State's passing game-its strong suitshould continue to flourish .
" Our passing offense is geared to go deep
and Leavell throws the ball deep very well ,"
said State's sports information director Greg
Payne. "The area that he needed to work on,
his accuracy, he's improved. And he has a
wealth of talent to throw to at wide receiver.''
Leavell's (Sr., 6-0, 184) favorite targetsMoore, Watts, Alvin Street (Sr., 6-0, 190), and
Robert Phillips (Jr., 5-8, 160)- can and do go
deep . " They 're all pretty much gamebreakers," said Payne, " and when Moore
and Watts are in the game, it rem inds you of
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the (Miami) Dolphins' Mark Duper and Mark
Clayton ."
Street was an honorable mention Black
College all-American last year.
The entire offensive line also returns, and
they are big. Across the front they are Greg
Black(Sr., 6-2, 255), Brian Herd (Soph ., 6-2,
274), first-team Black College all-American
Eugene Cobb (Sr., 6-0, 270), Kevin Turpin
(Soph., 6-0, 260) , and the Marauders' version of the Refrigerator, Torris Robinson (Jr.,
6-7 , 350).
A weakness may be inexperience at running back, where State lost both its starters.
Keith Nicks, a 5-11 , 180 pound junior who
rushed for 675 yards (6.9 average) and 7
touchdowns, will shoulder most of the load .
"He's our quickest back, and he's elusive
with quick feet and great balance," said
Payne. "It's hard to get a shot at him , and
when you do, he's hard to bring down
because of his leg drive and because he
keeps his feet moving . He has tremendous
moves.''
Cary Marrow, a 5-11 , 195 pound junior,
will get a chance to carry the ball, and so will
redshirt freshman Antoine Harris (5-10, 175),
who is considered a sleeper.
The defense will be led by 6-2, 230 pound
senior linebacker Victor Simmons, the
leading returning tackler (114) on the team ,
and whom Payne said is the team 's hardest
hitter. Defensive back Kendall Burks (Sr. , 6-0,
182) was a second-team Black College allAmerican last year when he intercepted 5
passes, broke up 8 others, recovered 2
fumb les , and was in on 30 tackles .
Linebacker Ray Green (Jr., 6-1 , 185) is also
good .
Summing up Payne said, "we will probably continue to score a lot of points. The
question will be on defense where we lost so
much experience."
Also , Central has scheduled two teams
that beat them last year-NE Missouri State
and NAIA champs Hillsdale College. Still ,
look for Central in the Division II Play-offs.

Head Coach William "Billy" Joe
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1887
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1986 SCHEDULE

DATE
s
6
27
4
0
11
18
25
1
N
8
15

OPPONENT
at Saginaw Valley
Ferris State
at Lincoln (MO)
Florida A&M (Indianapolis)
Kentucky State
at Hillsdale
Wayne State (Cincinnat0
at Alabama A&M
Northeast Missouri

1985 RESULTS
(8-3-0)

CSU
37
36
30
36
76
61
14
23
45
6
10
• NCAA

OPP
Clarion, PA
Ferris State, Ml
Morgan State
Alabama A&M
Lincoln, MO
Kentucky State
Fort Valley State
Wayne State, Ml
NE Missouri
Hillsdale, Ml
*South Dakota
Division II Quarter Rnals

24
14
13
3

0
7
7

17
46
16
13

CHEYNEY STATE
UNIVERSITY
"Wolves"
(PSAC)

While Cheyney State in 1985 ranked
among the nation 's leaders in pass defense
(8th) and overall defense (21st), the offense
only managed 92 total points (9.2 per game),
almost half of them coming in their first game
and only win, a 40-8 rout over West Virginia
State. The \f\blves scored in double digits
only one more time (a 34-20 loss to
Millersville) and were shut-out three times as
they lost nine of ten games.
The offense 's failure to sustain drives kept
the defense on the field most of the time .
Bloomsburg State ran over 100 plays against
the Wolves.
It is obvious to second-year coach Mike
Costa where his team 's strengths and
weaknesses are.
The defense should be strong again,
despite the loss of all-American linebacker
Vincent Williams. Victor Nixon (Sr. , 6-1 , 245),
a linebacker, and Joseph Devane (Sr., 6-2,
250), a lineman, are back and being touted
as all-American candidates. " He's big and
he gets around ," said sports information
director George Heaslip of Nixon , who was
second-team all-Pennsylvania State Athletic
Conference last year. ''The only reason he
wasn't plugged (for all-American) last year
was because of Williams."
DeVane is the rock in the front four.
" Nixon and Devane are both three-year
starters for us," said Heaslip. "They will be
the keys to our defense."
Although three members of a solid defensive backfield are gone, several other experienced people return on the overall unit,
including cornerback Tony Moore , end Billy Williams, and lineman Otis Abner.
At first glance, with both starting quarterbacks of a year ago return ing, as well as the
top three running backs, plus another who
was injured but may be the best one, the offense would appear to be in decent shape .
But combined the two quarterbacks, both
juniors, completed only 32% of their passes
for six touchdowns, and had 22 of their
tosses picked off. Robert Lewis was 44 of

138 (31 .9%) for 632 yards and 3 TD's, and
had ten intercepted .
Tracy Anderson was 31 for 93 (33.3%) for
305 yards and 3 TD's, but with twelve of his
throws intercepted . Consequently, Costa is
looking to a pair of sophomores (6-4, 210
pound Andrew Williams and 6-4, 190 pound
Daryl Bennett) to lead the Wolves' attack.
Both are strong-armed and run the option
well , but both were redshirted last year and
are thus inexperienced. Williams is the
stronger runner , while Bennett is given the
edge as a passer. Their battle for the starting
position will have a big bearing on the team's
success.
Michael Rackley (Jr., 5-10, 190), the
team 's leading rusher last season (96 carries,
421 yards, 4.4 average), will be challenged
by Michael Lee (Jr., 6-0, 175), who was injured most of last year, but as a freshman was
the team 's leading rusher (135 for 472, 3.42).
Lee, based on potential, is being called an
all-American candidate by the Cheyney
sports information department.
Lee, who busted his hand two days before
the opening game last year, is a slashing runner who can turn the corner, while Rackley,
although also a tailback, is an inside runner
who hits off tackle.
The fullback is Terry Fulton (6-1 , 230) who
got hurt in the second game last season .
" He's a power runner," said Heaslip. " The
type you want to give the ball to 35 times and
then get out of his way."
Tony Orr (6-2, 180) is the best receiver and
Brad Hawkins (5-11 , 180) is considered a
fine freshman prospect at wide-out.
Most of the offensive line returns, led by allPSAC second-team guard Teddy Gass. Ben
Frazier, eighth in the nation in punt returns ,
is back. Incoming freshman John Mira is expected to strengthen the punting and
placekicking .
The potential is there for improvement,
and record-wise, there's hardly anywhere to
go but up.

Head Coach Mike Costa
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DATE
S
6
13
20
27
4
0
11
18
25
1
N
8

1986 SCHEDULE
OPPONENT
at West Virginia State
Virginia State
South Connecticut
Mansfield
at Mi llersville
Bloomsburg
at Kutztown
West. Chester
at East Stroudsburg
Lock Haven

1985 RESULTS
(1-9-0)
CSU
40
7
3
20
0
8
0
0
8
6

West Virginia State
Hampton
Southern Connecticut
Millersville
Bloomsburg
Kutztown
West. Chester
East Stroudsburg
Clarion
Mansfield

OPP
8
31
20
34
24
19
13
10
36
12

17

ELIZABETH CITY
STATE UNIVERSITY
"Vikings"

(CIAA)

"Based on our offense, the strength of our
team this year will be our receiving corps,"
stated Elizabeth City Coach Thurlis Little.
That's understandable because at one end
the Vikings have Anthony Robinson, a 6-3,
185 pound all-CIAAwide receiver, and he's
not even the best at that position on the team.
That designation belongs to Robert Tiller,
a 5-9, 180 pound sophomore who was firstteam all-conference two years ago as a
freshman, but sat out last season.
"There's no comparison between the
two," said Little. "Robinson isa walk-on who
progressed and became a starter. He has
good speed and good soft hands, and he
caught over 700 yards worth of passes for
us last year. But Tiller is just a phenomenal
receiver. He has such great concentration.
We say he has sticky-flypaper hands .
Anything that's thrown close to Tiller, he
comes up with the catch ."
Getting the ball to either Tiller or Robinson
will be Tim Warren's job. Injured on the Vikings' third possession in their first game last
season, Warren sat out the rest of the year.
Ordinarily that would make the position questionable, but Little said it doesn't. ''On our first
possession of that game, on second down,
he threw a 4 7 yard touchdown pass. The
next time we got the ball, he had us quickly
in the end zone again . Then he got hurt.
"Warren was also the winning quarterback in our spring blue-white game. He
threw four touchdown passes. No, I don't
consider quarterback a real problem."
Warren's back-up will be Bill Wilde. "It's interesting because Bill is pushing Tim real
hard. Bill's not as fleet of foot, but he throws
well and his work habits and competitive attitude are excellent."
With nine starters returning, the remainder
of the offense is also strong. Alvin Smith, a
5-9, 210 pound senior who rushed for over
500 yards last season, will again be the back
in the Vikings' run-and-shoot offense. "He's

one of the strongest guys on our team,"
related Little. "He benches 475 (pounds)
and he squats everything we have. Besides
being strong, he has speed to break-away
and he's got good balance. He's hard to
knock off his feet." Rodney McNeil, a 5-10,
180 pound senior who played sparingly last
year, is the substitute.
The offensive front wall will be built around
6-1, 275 pound William "Beau" Moore, an
all-CIM first team guard . "He's a fierce competitor and he assumes a leadership role out
there. He's a very good run blocker, and an
excellent pass blocker." Others along side
him are Matthew Coates (6-3, 255), Ray
Brown (6-1, 245), Johnny Ray Parker (6-1 ,
250), Terry Griffin (6-1, 255), and Haywood
Wilder (6-2, 265).
Scotty Arnold, a 6-2, 260 pound junior
tackle who made all-CIM honorable mention last season , is back to lead a defense
which returns 5 starters. "Now that we lost
Tim Cofield to the Kansas City Chiefs, Scotty will be the backbone of our defense. He
has super speed and good strength, but
quickness is his biggest asset," said Little.
Elizabeth City is solid at linebacker with
seniors Ray Barrow (6-2, 203) and Joe Kennedy (6-0, 190), and atthe ends with James
Grimstead (6-2, 240) and Brian Biggs (6-2,
245).
Where the Vikings will be weak is in the
defensive secondary where all the
replacements for departed players will be
freshmen and people who saw limited action
last season. The key to a successful season
then, will be how the defensive seconda~
replacements and the quarterback situation
stack up.
Hampton will again be the team to beat
said Little. "We're in what I think is th~
toughest division (Northern), but I still don't
expect us to finish lower than third.'' With 46
lettermen returning from last year's 6-4
squad , they could go higher.

Head Coach Thurlls J. Little, Jr.
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1986 SCHEDULE
DATE OPPONENT
s
6 at Univ. of D.C.
20 at Bowie State
27 at Norfolk State
0
4 Virginia State
11 Hampton University
18 at Saint Paul's
25 at North Carolina Central
N
1 Fayetteville State
8 Winston-Salem State
15 Virginia Union

1985 RESULTS
(6-4-0)

ECSU

27
27
3

14
3
17

41
24
18
6

20

Univ. of D.C.
Bowie State
Norfolk State
Virginia State
Hampton
Saint Paul's
North Carolina Central
Fayetteville State
Winston-Salem State
Virginia Union

OPP
6
0

45
3

25
0

40
14

33
55

FAYETTEVILLE
STATE UNIVERSITY
"Broncos"
(CIAA)

Fayetteville State finished 4-5-1 last year in
their first season under coach Robert
Pulliam . They lost six starters, including allCIM defensive linemen Charles Harris and
Otis Ransaw, and Jerome Morgan, their
only really experienced quarterback.
Pulliam, however, feels that two upcoming
players, Phillip Coefield and Danny Kelly , are
capable of filling the shoes of Harris and
Ransaw. Harris led the team with 107 tackles
(10.7 per game), 80 solos, 7 quarterback
sacks, and 5 blocked passes, while Ransaw
contributed 64 tackles (7 .1 per game), 43
solos, and 6 sacks. Coefield , a 6-4, 210
pound sophomore, was only in on 17
tackles, 14 solos, and had 2 sacks and
Kelly, a 6-1, 230 pound senior, 8 tackles , 4
solos, and 2 sacks, so it appears the shoes
may be a couple of sizes too big.
Then again , maybe not. " They are both
good players, butthey had to waittheirturn ,"
said FSU sports information d irector
Terrence Marable. " Ransaw's (5-8, 190)
assetwashisquickness," said Pulliam , " and
we feel that Coefield has that same type
quickness, and he's much bigger. Kelly has
been tutored by Harris and we feel that right
now their is little difference in their technique," said Pulliam . "Kelly might even have
better concentration so that might narrow
any talent gap." For Coefield and Kelly it's a
matter of opportunity, to try to do on the field
what their predecessors already have.
Morgan completed 108 of 249 passes for
1419 yards and 14 touchdowns. Reggie
Luck, the leading returning quarterback,
only threw 42 times, connecting on 21 of
them for 150 yards and no touchdowns.
Again , there is a big drop-off in production
and to close the gap will require an awful lot
of improvement on the part of the heir
apparent.
In Moses Ford, a 6-2, 220 pound all-CIAA
candidate at tight end, the Broncos have an

experienced performer. Last year he pulled
in 42 passes, good for 479 yards (11.4
average), and two touchdowns. "He's not
the quickest guy on the team and he's not
that big for a tight end ," said Marable. "He
just does the things that get the job done .
One thing he does very well for us is catch
the ball."
At running back the Broncos have
Benjamin Knox, another all-CIAA prospect
who ran for over 900 yards two years ago ,
but slipped to less than half (419 yards) of that
last year when he wasn't utilized as much .
' 'We changed to a multiple offense. We had
a young offensive line that caused us to pass
more than we wanted too , and that left Benji
in a pass blocking role," explained Pulliam .
''We feel our line has grown up a lot so we
expect to use him more as a runner this
year." With a line that may no longer be overmatched , the 5-10 , 210 pound senior
tailback may again compile the statistics
necessary for all-conference consideration.
The kicking game is in good shape with
Aaron Lewis, a junior who led the conference
in punting (41 .8 yards a boot) last year and
was among the statistical leaders in NCAA
Division II. " He was all-conference the last
two years," Pulliam said. " We feel he has allAmerican potential."
The Broncos return 34 lettermen , including 13 starters. " That 's our strength ,"
stated Pulliam , " especially on offense where
we have 9 people back.'' He says that, at this
point, quarterback and running back are
questionable. He says defense will be a
weakness, especially in the secondary.
" We 'll be more than adequate up front,
though , especially compared to the last couple of years. They are determined ."
Asked his predictions, Pulliam said , "we're
just going to do the best we can, improve
week by week, and try to pull an upset or
two."

Head Coach Robert Pulliam
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1986 SCHEDULE
DATE OPPONENT
s
6 North Carolina A&T
13 at Norfolk State
20 Vi rginia State
27 N.C. Central
11 Bowie State
0
18 at Winston-Salem State
25 Livingstone (HC)
1 at El izabeth City
N
8 at Univ. of D.C.
15 Johnson C. Smith

1985 RESULTS
(4-5-1)

OPP

FSU

42
7
6

14
0
13
22
14
34
13

Bowie State College
Virginia State Univ.
North Carolina Central
Univ.
Norfolk State Univ.
North Carolina A&T
State Univ.
Winston-Salem State
Univ.
Livingstone College
Elizabeth City State
University of D.C.
Johnson C. Smith

0
7
19
34

35
17
21
24
31
12

21

FLORIDAA&M
UNIVERSITY
"Rattlers"
(INDEPENDENT)

Ken Riley has returned to his alma mater
where he is getting his first chance to be a
head coach. He played for the legendary
Jake Gaither at Florida A & M, graduating in
1969. He played 15 years with the Cincinnati
Bengals, and last year was a secondary
coach with the Green Bay Packers.
Riley knows what it takes to be a winner,
having experienced it on this campus (31-8).
He says the quality of the football players and
their attitudes, for the most part, are not what
they were when he played here.
" A lot of the athletes now are living off of
the tradition (established during Gaither's
glory years, 1945-69: 203-36-4; 6 national
championships; 36 all-Americans)," he said .
''They want to be Rattlers, but they don't
want to pay the price. Everything (about the
tradition) is still here, but it is lost.
" The players are just going through the
motions. They don't understand that just
because you put the uniform on, it doesn't
mean you 're a Rattler."
Florida A & M suffered through a 4-7
record last year, their second straight losing
season , and Riley forsees a major rebuilding
job- one that may take time. Asked to
analyze his team 's strengths he said , " our offensive line is our most experienced area.
That's about it. We really don 't have a lot of
strengths at this point. The biggest plus for
us so far is that we 're starting to change some
attitudes and bring back some spirit. That's
really the only thing we've concentrated on ,
plus teaching fundamental football."
When asked his key performers, Riley
c ited two on offense and two on defense.
" Antonio Barber, a 5-8, 180 pound senior
tailback who gained over 1000 yards as a
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sophomore and more than 900 last year, is
capable of becoming an all-American," he
said. "He's a very intelligent runner who has
good all-around ability. We will also utilize him
as a receiver out of the backfield ."
There's also Robert Gentile, a 6-1, 175
pound senior split end . ''When you watch
him , youthinkhe'stooslow," Riley said , "but
he's going to be the one who beats you. He's
got great hands and excellent concentration.
And he's not afraid of contact, so he will not
be intimidated."
Defensively, Bruce Norflee, a 6-2, 265
pound senior tackle, was the second-leading
tackler on the team last year. Riley said he's
a leader "who gives 100% on every play of
every game. He should get nominated for
some post-season honors."
Tim Davis plays nose guard at 6-0, 235
and according to Riley, "is undersized and
probably too slow, but he's still a football
player. He's got the right mental attitude and
he gets the job done."
Riley has installed a new offense (pro-set)
and a new defense (3-4) and said everything
is still a learning process. " We 'll take what
they give us. Right now our defense is ahead
of our offense, but that's to be expected.
Overall , we're not where we want to be.
''We might not have the talent to compete
with some people on our schedule, but we
want to hustle and be competitive. We just
wantto make strides in getting the program
back to where it was. It will be a step-by-step
process because we realize that we can 't get
it all back in one year. We just want to keep
hustling and win more than we lose-for
now.''

Head Coach Ken RIiey

GENERAL INFORMATION
LOCATION
Tallahassee, FL
FOUNDED
1887
COLORS
Orl¥1ge/Green
ENROLLMENT
5,628
AFFILIATION
NCAA DovlSloo 1-AA
PRESIDENT
Dr. Frederick S. HLrnphries
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR
Nelson Townsoo
SPORTS INFORMATION
Alvin Holins,Jr.
DIRECTOR
Joseph Redrrond
ASSISTANT COACHES
W~er Highsmih
Alen Bogan

JirrmyMcCasl<J
Melvi1Jones
JohmyWAans
Lynn Anderson
Fick Kraviz

1986 SCHEDULE
DATE OPPONENT
S
6 Tuskeegee
13 Georgia Southern (')
(Jacksonville)
20 atTemple
27 at Tennessee Stale
0
4 Albany State
11 Central State ( +)
(Indianapolis)
18 Alcorn State (#)
(Miami)
25 South Carolina State
N
1 Hampton (HC)
15 at Southern University
29 Bethune-Cookman (%)
(Tampa)
(')Bold City Cla'lSic (#)Orange Bloss!'" Oassic
(+)Circle City Classic
(%)Florida OassiC

1985 RESULTS
(4-7-0)
FAM U
52
21
21
0
31
23
10
34
7
27
27

Kentucky State
Georgia Southern
Youngstown State
Tennessee State
Albany State
Jackson State
Morris Brown
Tuskegee
Alcorn State
Southern University
Bethune-COOkman

OPP
6
27

28
12

20
28
0

6
28

38
31

"

FORT VALLEY
STATE COLLEGE
"Wildcats"
(SIAC)

At Fort Valley State, everything begins with
the defense and the Wildcats return 7 out of
11 starters from a unit that led the nation (Division II) in every defensive category last year .
And according to sports information director Jim Alnuti , " we 'll be stronger this year
than we were last year."
That will be a challenge because the
Wildcats only allowed 67.7 yards rushing,
94.5 yards passing , and 6.3 points a game
last season . Perhaps an even better indication of Valley's defensive strength was that,
on the average, the Wildcats' offense began
their drives on the opposition's 37 yard line.
"They always got us in excellent field position," stated Alnuti. " At the 'real valley' (as
Alnuti kiddingly calls it to differentiate from
'the other valley-Mississippi '), defense has
always been our bottom line."
Senior Linebacker Greg Lloyd (6-3, 220)
was 1st team all-conference last season
when his 14 quarterback sacks led the
league. He was in on a team-high 92 tackles,
55 of which were solos. He intercepted 2
passes and recovered a fumble for a
touchdown. He's a two-time captain , and according to Coach Doug Porter, "certainly an
all-American candidate and pro prospect."
Darryl Holmes (6-3, 190), senior defensive
back, is also a returning all-SI AC first-teamer.
He intercepted 8 passes and returned them
78 yards, broke up another 10 passes, and
was involved in 36 tackles. "He's improved
each year," said Porter, starting about half
the time as a sophomore and all the time last
year. Pass coverage is his strength." Defensive end Willie Schrivens (senior, 6-3, 215)
and defensive tackle Cedric Cornish (Sr.,
6-2, 255) were second-team all-SIAC .
Schrivens' 88 tackles (48 solos) were second
to Holmes, and his 7 quarterback sacks were
runner-up on the team. He also recovered 3
fumbles. " He's very quick and a strong pass
rusher who will probably play linebacker in
the pros," said Porter. Cornish was third on
the team in tackles with 76 (40 solos). " He's
an intelligent player who makes very few

mistakes," stated Porter. "He's a nominee for
academic all-American . He's tenacious."
Whereas the defense is outstanding , the
FVSU offense isn 't exactly a slouch either.
Quarterback Chris Hill, a 5-10, 175 pound
junior, led the conference in passing . He
completed 136 of 271 passes (50.2%) for
1627 yards and 12 touchdowns. " He's the
heart of our offense," stated Porter. " Consistency is his strong point."
As good as he is, Hill could get beaten out
by a freshman. Some people close to the
Wildcat program think that incoming
freshman Larry Baker (6-1 , 185) from East
Atlanta could be the first freshman quarterback to start for Fort Valley.
Split end Dale Casey (Jr. , 5-10, 165), firstteam, all-conference, was on the other side
of most of Hill's passes last season (56 for
607 yards, 6 TD's) when he set a new school
reception record . "He's extremely quick with
great hands," stated Porter. "He's a pro
prospect who's been a clutch performer
throughout his stay here."
The fullback is senior Carl Tyler (5-10, 185).
" He's a tough runner who can pick up the
first down yardage, and he's an outstanding
runner inside the 15 yard line,' ' said Porter.
In Valley's scheme of things that's appropriate, since that's about where they have
the ball much of the time anyway. George
Brunson, a 5-10, 167 pound senior is the
other running back. Larry Goodman will be
the right end and Rodney Parker, a redshirt
transfer, the wide receiver.
Expect Valley to continue the winning tradition established by Porter (56-15-2; conference champions or co-champions every
year since 1979 except 1984). They were
beaten in the Division 11 play-offs last year by
North Alabama,14-7, a team that would
eventually lose to National Champion North
Dakota State. Valley will probably be in the
top five in the pre-season poll, and according
to Alnuti , "it will be up to us to climb from
there."

Head Coach Douglas T. Porter
GENERAL INFORMATION

LOCATION
Fort Valley, GA
FOUNDED
1895
COLORS
Royal Blue/Old Gold
ENROLLMENT
1,819
AFFILIATION
NCAA Division II
PRESIDENT
Dr Luther Burse
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR
Dooglas T. Porter
SPORTS INFORMATION
DIRECTOR
James "Jim" Alnuti
ASSISTANT COACHES
Gerald T. Walker
Alphonso B. Varner
U. S. Marshall
John Rhodes
Florazel Lamar
Lester Parrish

Fred Lockett
Clyde Jackson

1986 SCHEDULE

DATE

s
0

N

13
20
27
4
11
18
1
8
15
22

OPPONENT
at Valdosta State
Morehouse
(Macon , Ga)
at Morris Brown
Clark
(Griffin, Ga)
at Alabama State
AlabamaA&M
Tuskegee
at Savannah State
Kentucky State
Albany State

1985 RESULTS
(9-3-0)

FVSC

17
36
41
56
24
14
7
28
29
34
3
7

Valdosta State
Morehouse College
Morris Brown College
Oark College
Alabama State
AlabamaA&M
Central State
Tuskegee
Savannah State
Kentucky State
Albany State
•u. of North Alabama
'NCAA Division II Playoffs

OPP

3
0
8
0
5
10
14
3
0
3
23
14

23

GRAMBLING STATE
UNIVERSITY

<....... .

"Tigers"
(SWAC)

Grambling , Eddie Robinson, and winning
are synonymous. The Tigers were 9-3 last
year and return 45 lettermen, including 14
starters, so you know they will be tough
again . Robinson , the legendary coach
beginning his 45th year at the school, of
course , is college football's all-time career
leader in wins . His 329-109-15 record
speaks for itself. The beat should go on at
Grambling .
In summing up this year's team Robinson,
however, was cautious. ''The strength of the
team will be in our receiving corps, with
receivers like Calvin Nicholas, Patrick Scott,
and Arthur Well," he stated . "The weakness
will be in the interior line, both offensively and
defensively, where we lost the most people.
On offense we lost two starting guards and
our starting center, all of whom had been
starters for three years. On defense we lost
two ends, a tackle, and two of the best
linebackers (Fred Collins, Jr. and James
Harris) to ever play for Grambling ."
" A key to our success this season will be
injury- how we keep everybody healthy,"
the dean of college coaches continued. ''We
have a lot of talent, but not a lot of quality
depth like we had this past year."
Nicholas, a 6-4, 195 pound senior, missed all last season due to injury. In 1984 he
caught 35 passes for 563 yards and 8
touchdowns. Scott, a 6-0, 180 pound senior,
is a 'Trumaine Johnson type ' player," states
assistant coach Billy Manning , " and Wells
(Jr., 6-4 , 257) is one of the best tight ends in
the country, bar none. He can catch BB's in
the dark. All the pro scouts are raving about
him already.''
Wayne Hill (Sr., 6-0, 205) returns at
halfback where he has been the team 's
leading ground gainer for the past three
years. Last season he rushed for 658 yards ,
caught 227 yards worth of passes, and
scored 16 touchdowns.
" He's got real good speed , size, good
strength-he's got it all ," states Manning .
'' He runs equally well inside or outside, and
he can catch the ball."
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At quarterback all Chauncey Allen (Jr.,
6-2 , 182) needs is more game experience ,
according to Manning. "That's his only
drawback," Manning said. "He 's very
mobile, throws the ball well, and has good
leadership skills."
Manning says if those people have good
years they'll carry the offense . He said the
same thing about Joe Williams, Sean Smith,
Victor Hill and Anthony Anderson when
speaking about the defense.
Williams, a 6-4, 226 pound senior
linebacker, is the team 's leading returning
tackler (114, 59 solos, 8 interceptions, 3 fumble recoveries) . Manning simply said, "he's
a super athlete who plays all facets of his
position well.' '
Smith , a 6-4 , 255 pound senior tackle, is
the younger brother of '' Big Bird '' Smith who
plays for the Minnesota Vikings. Last season
Sean made 88 tackles, 54 of which were
solo, 6 pass break-ups, and 4 quarterback
sacks. " He's a big, strong, mean individual
who is equally tough against the run or
pass," said Manning . " He's one of the best
in the country, no doubt about it."
Hill (Sr. , 6-0, 185) is a 3-year starter at safety. He's best against the run, whereas
Anderson (Sr., 6-0, 180), with exceptional
speed (4.5 forty) covers the pass extremely
well.
Wells and Smith, the stalwarts of each unit,
should both go very high in the pro draft.
With a nucleus returning on both offense
(8 starters) and defense (6 starters) ,
Manning feels that Grambling will be " right
up there with Jackson State." He said ,
however, to keep an eye out for Texas
Southern too.
When the Tigers open against Alcorn
State, it will be the veteran Robinson going
against Alcorn 's first-year coach, Theo
Danzy. Danzy probably thinks there are
easier ways to re-start a head coaching
career than by taking on college football 's alltime winningest coach. And he's right!

Head Coach Eddie G. Robinson

GENERAL INFORMATION
LOCATION
Gr001tl1ng, LA
FOUNDED
1901
COLORS
Ba:k/Gold
ENROLLMENT
4,500
AFFILIATION
NCAA 1-M
PRESIDENT
D< Joseph B. Johnson
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR
Eddie Roonson
SPORTS INFORMATION
HenryHawkrls
DIRECTOR
Melvmlee
ASSISTANT COACHES
Fred Colins
Eames! Staring
BilyMamng

Eddie Robinson, Jr.
EdWVlStevers

1986 SCHEDULE

DATE OPPONENT
S
13 Alcorn State
(Shreveport)
20 North Carolina Central
(New York City)
27 al Bethune-Cookman
(Jacksonville)
0
4 al Prairie Vtew
(Dalla5)
11 Tennessee State
18 at Miss Valley State
25 Jackson State
N
1 at Texas Southern
8 Alabama State
15 at South Carolina State
29 Southern University
(New Orleans)

1985 RESULTS

(9-3-0)
GSU

30
45

23
27
31
31
26
30
28
10
29
7

Alcorn State
North Carolina Central
Oregon State
Prairie Vtew A&M
Tennessee State
Miss. Valley State
Jackson State
Texas Southern
Alabama State
South Carolina State
Southern
Arkansas State

OPP
20
14
6

7
21
24

35
6
0
13
12
10

HAMPTON
UNIVERSITY
"Pirates"
(CIAA)

Hampton University (10-1 conference,
10-2 overall), defend ing Central Intercollegiate Athletic Conference champions,
are looking to repeat. After winning the
Northern Division and then beating WinstonSalem, the Southern Division champions, the
Pirates' third year coach Fred Freeman says,
"teams to beat this year are Norfolk State ,
Virginia Union , and Winston-Salem . We 'd
like to beat those teams and repeat what we
did last year."
Hampton's strength is their offense, where
they have everybody returning except their
quarterback. To repeat last year's performance, either Anthony Picott (6-1 , 180) or Lee
Kendale (5-10, 165) will have to come
through at OB. Both sophomores, Picott can
run and pass, while Freeman says that
Kendale " probably does a better job with our
Veer-T offense, although he needs work on
his passing." Both lack game experience
(Kendale only attempted 32 passes, completing 6, for 2 touchdowns, but had 2 intercepted ; Picott was 2 for 5 for 1 TD), and
Freeman says " right now the position is up
in the air."
The rest of the offense appears set. Senior
Carl Painter (6-0-185) returns at tailback
where his 1170 yards rushing (5.7 a carry,
106.4 a game) earned him first-team allconference honors last season . '' He has excellent speed (4.5 forty) , tremendous
strength, and his ability to accelerate fast
makes him a dangerous threat in our VeerT offense," said Freeman. "He's outstanding, one of the premier running backs in
(NCAA) Division II."
Darryl Skinner (Sr., 5-11 , 180), another allCIAA first-teamer, is back at wide receiver,
where last year he was named MCI Playerof-the-Year when he led the team with 12
receptions for 373 yards (31 .1 per catch) and
four touchdowns. " He 's a world-class
sprinter (4.4 forty) who also is dangerous as
a punt returner (19 for 426 yards, 22.4
average)," stated Freeman .

Other keys to the Pirates' offense are
senior center Gary Westberry (6-2, 250), who
made second-team all-conference last year
("He's the leader in our offensive line," said
Freeman), and senior fullback Larry Lindsey
(6-1 , 205), who is considered an excellent
blocker and a tough short-yardage inside
runner.
On the other side of the ball , however, is
where Hampton will have to replace a lot of
people, including nose tackle Issac Readon ,
a 3-time all-American and 2-time conference
Defensive Player-of-the-Year, now with the
Kansas City Chiefs. ''Our defense will make
or br~ak us this year," related Freeman .
"We're going to have to depend on some
freshmen in order to do well. That means
we're going to have to work hard in August
to get them ready to play. That is going to be
the key then , how fast and how well they
come along ."
Veterans Thomas Gosier (Sr., 6-1, 180),
Tony Holdan (Jr., 6-1 , 255), and Washington
Owens (Soph ., 6-1 , 220) will be expected to
provide leadership for the newcomers.
Gosier, a second-team all-CIAA strong
safety, set a conference record when he intercepted five passes in one game last
season. Holden is a quick, strong noseguard
who is equally tough against the run or the
pass, and Owens, as a freshman inside
linebacker, did an excellent job last year.
"We have a chance to do real well again ,
but it's going to depend on some inexperienced people coming through," said
Freeman . " And our schedule, which was
one of the toughest in Division II lastyear, will
be even tougher this year with the addition
of Howard University and Florida A&M, both
Division IAA schools. But we look forward to
playing the schedule. We consider it a
challenge for our people.''
Another challenge will be trying to defend
their CIAA championship .

Head Coach Fred Freeman

GENERAL INFORMATION
LOCATION
Hampton, VA
FOUNDED
1868
COLORS
Blue/White
ENROLLMENT
4,100
AFFILIATION
NCAA Ovision II
PRESIDENT
Dr. Wiliam R. Harvey
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR
Dr Walter Lovett
SPORTS INFORMATION
DIRECTOR
Jerry Zoumplis
Charles Brown
ASSISTANT COACHES

Harold Gray
Larry Hawkins
Willie Hawkins
Mel Rose
Reggie Jackson
Lankston Brown
Ken Forrest

1986 SCHEDULE

DATE

s

0

N

6
13
20
27
4
11
18
25
1
8
15

OPPONENT
Johnson C. Smith
Howard University
at Virginia Union
at Winston-Salem State
at Bowie State
at Elizabeth City State
Norfolk State
Univ. of D.C.
at Florida A&M
Saint Paul's (HC)
at Virginia State

1985 RESULTS
(10-1-0)

OPP

HU

10
31
31
13
40
25
36
34
15
23
13

Johnson C. Smith
Cheyney State
Virginia Union
Winston-Salem
Bowie
Elizabeth City State
Norfolk State
Univ. of D.C.
St. Paul's (HC)
Virginia State
Winston-Salem

6
7
0
47
0
6
35
6
3
0
7

25

HOWARD
UNIVERSITY
"Bisons"
(MEAC)

Although they were only 4-7 last year, and
are 6-15 in Willie Jeffries' two years there, the
word around the league this year is that when
you play Howard University, you better
come loaded for Bison . In the lower half of
the conference standings for the past five
years, and with their latest M EAC title threat
being back in 1974 (4-1 -1, second place) ,
the sleeping bull is about to rise .
Actually they were starting to wake up
toward the end of last season when they won
three of their final four games. Having lost
only their tight end (Maurice Haynes) and
placekicker (John Nicolaisen) from that
group, Howard now has a team full ofgametested veterans, including 38 lettermen and
21 starters.
They go three deep at quarterback and
any one of them could start for a lot of teams,
with the two (Lee Dubose and Leon Brown)
that alternated last year ranked fifth and ninth
among MEAC 's total offense leaders.
Dubose, a 5-10, 170 pound sophomore, will
get the nod based on his ability to execute
the Bisons' dive-option offense. " The
quarterback has got to run quite a bit in our
offense, and Dubose is a better runner," explained Jeffries. " The only thing that
hampers him is his height."
Both running backs are talented. Harry
Reed (6-1 , 190) made all-conference
honorable mention last year as a sophomore
when he rushed for 641 yards and four
touchdowns. He is within 300 yards of breaking the school all-time rushing record , with
the rest of this year and all of his senior
season to add to it.
Fullback Ronn ie Epps (5-10, 210 ,
sophomore) bull-dozed for 400 yards and 5
touchdowns last year. At wide-receiver are
a pair of 6-0, 170 pound sophomore
bookends- Curtis Chappell and Tony
McClain . Chappell, the only returning firstteam all-conference performer on offense,

gets a lot of mileage out of his track-team
speed. He plays flanker, where he caught
several SO-yard plus passes, including a
90-yarder against Norfolk State; and returns
punts and kick-offs, including two for over
100 yards last season .
On the other side, McClain may lack
Chappell's speed, but he still made MEAC
honorable mention, mostly on finesse.
The offensive front wall is anchored by a
couple of sophomores, Calvert Thomas (6-4,
265) and Eric Moore (6-2, 285), both of
whom madetheall-MEACsecondteam last
year. Thomas, the offensive captain, was
voted the most improved player on the team.
The defense is just as loaded . Howard 's
two first-team all-conference players from
last, year, Billy Dores, a 6-1 , 255 pound junior
tackle, and Marvin Jackson, a 5-11 , 190
pound junior linebacker, are both back.
" Dares is just a good football player," stated
Jeffries, " and Jackson led the team in tackles
as a freshman and sophomore."
Willie Johnson, a 6-1, 180 pound defensive back, and Reginald Miles, a 6-4, 255
pound lineman, both made the MEAC
second team as freshmen last year .
Johnson, a walk-on recommended by Dexter Clinkscale of the Dallas Cowboys, intercepted 8 passes last year to tie a conference record established by Donnie Shell,
now with the Pittsburgh Steelers. Clinkscale
and Shell both played for Jeffries when he
coached at South Carolina State.
And that's not all either. Three
sophomores, Curtis Stokes (tackle), George
Lynch (linebacker), and Conrad Austin
(defensive back) made honorable mention.
Stokes, who led the learn in quarterback
sacks, is called "Mr. Hustle."
With 27 juniors on the team (only 5 seniors)
the word on Howard next year will simply
be-watch out-or the Bisons will trample
you .

Head Coach WIiiie Jeffries

GENERAL INFORMATION
LOCATION
FOUNDED
COLORS
ENROLLMENT
AFFILIATION
PRESIDENT
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR
SPORTS INFORMATION
DIRECTOR
ASSISTANT COACHES

Edward Hil, Jr.

Ben Blacl<nal
Earlin Hunes
KemitBlounl
Alonzo Lee
.imWard
Nicholas A. Calcutta

1986 SCHEDULE

DATE OPPONENT
s
6 Maine
13 at Hampton University
20 Bethune-Cookman
27 at South Carolina State
0
11 Winston-Salem State (HC)
18 at Virginia State
25 North Carolina A&T
N
1 at Norfolk State
8 at Morehouse College
15 Morgan State
22 Delaware State

1985 RESULTS

(4-7-0)

HU

12
0
14
21
7

17
14
28
35
7
16

26

Wasl'ingtoo, D.C.
1867
Navy Blue/Whrte
12,500
NCAA 1-AA
Dr. James E. Cheek
TBA

University of Maine
Rhode Island
Bethune-Cookman
College
South Carolina State
Winston-Salem State
Virginia State
North Carolina A&T
Norfolk State
Morehouse
Morgan State
Delaware State

OPP
36
45
23
27
12
7
40
21
26
3
~

JACKSON STATE
UNIVERSITY
"Tigers"
(SWAC)

Jackson State University has represented
the Southwestern Athletic Conference in the
NCAA Division 1-AA Play-offs three of the last
five years. Since 1980 they have won three
conference championships, and last year's
6-1 mark tied for the title. Off to a sluggish 2-2
start a year ago, the Tigers rallied to win six
of their last seven games enroute to the
SWAC crown and a fine 8-3 record overall.
With 38 lettermen returning, including 15
starters, many coaches are tabbing Jackson
State as the team to beat this year. While
coaches as a rule disdain such forecasts
abouttheirteams, JSU Coach W. C. Gordon
seems to relish the prospect. He's expecting
a banner year and he isn'ttrying to sneak up
on anyone.
''This will truly be an exceptional year for
us. We can hardly wait for the grass to turn
brown," said an excited Gordon. "I want
everybody to know that the Jackson State
Tigers are loaded."
Those words will likely find their way onto
a rival's bulletin board, giving the opposition
extra incentive and motivation. That doesn't
seem to bother Gordon, however. Heapparently feels he has the horses, err Tigers,
to back them up.
Some of those jungle cats would be Lewis
Tillman, Stacey Mobley, Darrell Hall , James
Harvey, Leon Seals, and Carl Johnson-all
listed as all-American candidates by the
Jackson State sports information
department.
Tillman, a 6-0, 192 pound running back
was all-SWAC last season when he rushed
for 808 yards and 5 touchdowns, and caught
19 passes for 146 yards and 3 more scores.
Only a junior, and barring injury, you can expect those numbers to escalate over the next
two years.
Mobley, a 5-7, 175 pound wide receiver,
made 33 receptions go for 787 yards and 3

touchdowns. As a senior, you can expect
Mobley to add to those figures, and possibly
earn post-season honors this time around.
Quarterback is again in the capable hands
of Shannon Boyd, a 6-2, 199 pound junior,
who connected on 107 of 233 pass attempts
for 14 78 yards and 11 touchdowns.
The pillar in the offensive front wall will be
all-SWAC tackle James Harvey, a 6-3, 268
pound senior. Other veterans on offense include Darrell Hall, a tackle, guards Houston
Hoover (6-2½, 262, jr.) and Henry Moore
(6-1, 300, sr.), and flanker Terrance Hull
(5-10, 164, sr.).
There is a saying around Tigerland-"if
the offense can provide a little help ... the
defense will do the rest.'' Any talk about the
Tiger "D" has to begin with senior Leon
Seals, a 6-4, 245 pound end who is the best
tackler. Of his team-leading 94 tackles last
season, 18 were for losses and 14 were
quarterback sacks. Junior linebacker Andre
Lloyd (6-2, 230) was not far behind, with 89
tackles and 8 QB sacks. Others who made
significant contributions included 5-11, 234
pound junior linebacker Dennis Conner (51
tackles, 5 sacks); 6-4, 246 pound junior
tackle Deatrick Wise (46 tackles, 5½ sacks);
6-3, 240 pound senior end Steve Martin (42
tackles, 7 sacks); 6-4, 190 pound senior
strong safety Warren Plowden (40 tackles, 4
pass break-ups, 2 interceptions).
Big things are also expected this year from
Jimbo Coleman, a 6-3, 245 pound junior
linebacker, and Henry Ringo, a 6-2, 240
pound junior nose tackle.
Last, butfar from least, is Carl Johnson, a
5-7, 155 pound junior cornerback who plays
a lot bigger than he is. If he improves on his
statistics (49 tackles, 8 interceptions, 4 TD's),
he will be in line for post-season honors.
No wonder Gordon, 73-28-2 in nine years
at Jackson State, is confident.

Head Coach W.C. Gordon

GENERAL INFORMATION
Jackson. MS

LOCATION
FOUNDED
COLORS
ENROLLMENT
AFFILIATION
PRESIDENT
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR
SPORTS INFORMATION
DIRECTOR
ASSISTANT COACHES

1877
Blue/White
6,500
NCAA 1-AA
Dr. James A. Hefner
Dr. Walter Reed

Sameul Jefferson
Ralph Bishop
James Carson
Robert Hughes
Cardell Jones
Houston Markham
Melvin Pete

1986 SCHEDULE

DATE OPPONENT
30 North Carolina Central
A
s
6 at Alabama State
13 at Tennessee State
20 Prairie View A&M
27 Miss Valley State
4 Delaware State
0
(Philadelphia, PA)
11 Southwest Missouri St. (HC)
18 at Southern Univ.
25 at Grambling State
N
8 Texas Southern
22 at Alcorn State

1985 RESULTS
(8-3-0)

OPP

JSU

23
31
21
14
28
27
35
42
28
31
0

Alabama State
Tennessee State
Prairie View A&M
Miss. Valley State
RoridaA&M
Southern
Grambling
Morgan State
Texas Southern
Alcorn State
Georgia Southern

14
44

3
35
23
9
26
6

7
20

27

27
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CIAA FOOTBALL CHAMPIONSHIP 1986
NOVEMBER22

Don't miss it!

MID-EASTERN ATHLETIC CONFERENCE

28

NCAA

SOUTHWESTERN ATHLETIC CONFERENCE

29

JOHNSON C. SMITH
UNIVERSITY

'&

&

J
J

J

JCSI

"Bulls"

(CIAA)

Johnson C. Smith finished 1-6 in the CIAA
South last year, 1-9 overall. In the twelveteam conference, the Golden Bulls finished
ninth in total offense and seventh in total
defense. Coach Horace Small, heading into his third year at the helm, is obviously looking for improvement.
' 'We were a very immature team last
year," Small stated following spring practice.
"We started several freshmen. Now these
freshmen are sophomores and although we
will still be rebuilding, we will have players
who are experienced and a lot smarter."
Last year the Bulls' strongest area was
rushing defense where they ranked third in
the conference. Tackle Ronald Capers, 6-3
and 195, is back to stabilize the line. DeCar
Brown, a 6-5, 220 pound sophomore, is the
other defensive tackle. They will need more
help here; otherwise the linebackers and
defensive secondary will again get a
workout.
Fortunately, several veterans return, led by
6-1 , 220 pound senior linebacker Billy Banks
who was in on a team-leading 77 tackles last
season, 35 of them unassisted. Jerome
McCoy, another linebacker, made 12 solo
tackles and helped out in 27 others.
The defensive secondary, which finished
eleventh against the pass last season, should
benefit from the year's experience. Junior
Anthony Byers, 6-1 and 175, was involved
in 47 tackles last year when he was named
second-team all-conference. Five-nine, one
hundred sixty pound Anthony Linyard, who
led the team with 3 interceptions, senior
Marvin Sharpe (6-0, 210, 33 tackles), senior
Jackie Wilkes (6-0, 210, 24 tackles), and
junior Horace Jackson (6-3, 220, 19 tackles)
all are back.
Overall, the offense lacked punch last
year, but the Bulls were respectable rushing

the football, ranking fifth in the conference in
that department. Most of that was attributed
to 5-11 , 180 pound senior tailback Tim
Newman, the CIAA's sixth-leading ground
gainer. Running backs Ramond Joyner
(soph., 6-1, 215), Rondro Boney(soph., 6-3,
218), and Tim Jones (soph ., 6-1, 195) all
have potential but need more experience.
Mel Westmoreland, 6-1 and 170, returns
at quarterback where he completed 49 of
146 passes (33. 7%) for 425 yards. He tossed four touchdown passes, but was intercepted 11 times. He will be challenged this
year by Anthony Walker, a seldom-used
substitute last year, who got into three games
and threw only five passes.
The Golden Bulls are counting on immediate help from four recruits. They are
Steve Boone, a 5-11, 175 pound quarterback, Joe Fishback, a 6-0, 180 pound defensive back, John Terry, a 6-4, 265 pound offensive tackle, and Anthony Deas, a6-7, 330
pound tackle.
When he took over the JCSU program
three years ago, Small said, "I am here to
establish a well-organized program, with emphasis on sound discipline, team spirit, and
a rich tradition ... with emphasis on
academics ... our athletes will have the
discipline necessary to excell both on and off
the field. With this philosophy, we expect to
build a winning program."
There are question marks on both sides of
the ball, but Small is working hard to turn
around the Golden Bulls' program . If he can
patch up a porous defense and improve
what was an inept passing attack, maybe
JCSU can move up a few notches in the
standings.

Head Coach Horace Small
GENERAL INFORMATION
Olar'dte, NC

LOCATION
FOUNDED
COLORS
ENROLLMENT
AFFILIATION
PRESIDENT
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR
SPORTS INFORMATION
DIRECTOR
ASSISTANT COACHES

1,250
NCAA Division II
Dr. Robert Albright

Horace Small
Kathy Welman
Moses Sharpe

Ike F,jJard
Joe Crosby

1986 SCHEDULE

DATE OPPONENT
s
6 at Hampton Univ.
13 at Morris Brown
20 Norfolk State
27 at Bowie State
0
4 North CarolinaA&T
11 Virginia State
18 at Livingstone
N
1 Winston-Salem State (HC)
8 at North Carolina Central
15 at Fayetteville State

1985 RESULTS
(1-9-0)

JCSU

6

20
0
24
7
14
17
6

28
12

30

1867

Gold/8lue

Hampton University
Catawba
Norfolk State
Bowie State
North Carolina A&T
Virginia State
Livingstone
Winston-Salem State
North Carolina Central
Fayetteville State

OPP
10
24
38
21
25
23
19
14
41
13

KENTUCKY STATE
UNIVERSITY
"Thorobreds"
(INDEPENDENT)

Kentucky State is coming off an 0-11
season, and information distributed from the
athletic department is nottoo optim istic. This
year's outlook, it said , can be summed up in
one word , "tough ." That's because there
wasn't much run in the Thorobreds last year
when they managed on ly 35 points in 11
games, or the equivalent of a field goal per
contest. You don 't win many games doing
that, and K-State didn 't.
Kentucky State once enjoyed a strong
football tradition, but in recent years the program has hit rock bottom . John Wright, offensive coord inator at Norfolk State, has
been hired to turn the program around. He
has his work cut out for him as he embarks
on his first season .
Desprre inheriting a team described by the
athletic department as having a lot of experience (albeit losing), but questionable
talent, Wright is positive about his plans for
K-State.
Coming from winning programs at NS,
where he served under Willard Bailey, Division ll 's winningest coach , and Virginia
Union, he said that' 'at this point, compared
to those teams, we lack some talent and we
are not as polished . But we have some football talent that needs to be developed. We
need work on fundamentals ."
Asked what it's going to take to return the
program to the level it was at during the glory
days, Wright said , "a lot of hard work by the
coaches and players. Dedication and a
strong comm ittment to one single
purpose-to change the fortunes of Kentucky State football. I don't know what happened to it (the winning tradition), but our
mission is to bring the school back to that
kind of prominence. But we won't be able to
do it overnight."
Wrrh the offense almost non-existent last
season, Wright plans to instill the "Wing-T,"
and rebuild with a running game. "Michael
Edwards (Soph. , 6-1 , 190, the team's

leading rusher last year) is a good running
back, but last year they opted to throw the
ball. This year we're going to run the ball ,"
he said. "Edwards has good speed and
quickness. He's the kind of kid we can work
with and make into a good product."
Another good player is junior Keith Harris,
a 5-8, 150 pound split end, who also averaged better than 20 yards per kick-off return last
year. "He can catch the ball, but we don't
throw the ball that much. We'll use big double tight ends, and use Harris as a changeof-pace," explained Wright. "He'll be a great
help on kick-off returns, however."
The quarterback will probably be Scottie
Page, a junior. "He's good , but got hurt last
year," Wright said. "Based on the spring,
he's a little ahead of the others (quarterback
candidates) , but he's going to have to
prove he's still the number one
quarterback."
On defense, it starts with Charles
Highbaugh, a 6-2, 260 pound junior tackle
who was the team's MVP last year. "He 's the
kind of guy we're going to need more of
around here."
Other good ones are Ralph Bland, a 5-11 ,
175 pound junior cornerback, who Wright
says "has a nose for the football and can
cover one on one," Grover Williams, a 6-4,
220 pound junior nose guard who has experience, and James Thompson, a 6-3, 250
pound senior tackle who "is fundamentally
sound, an excellent pass rusher, smart,
coachable, and doesn 't make mistakes."
Wright is aware of and accepts the
challenge. "We'll be very competitive. We'll
be well-coached and in tip-top condition, and
then we'll go from there. We 're going to do
the best we can and see what happens.' '
What Thorobred fans want is a change.
They're hoping this is the "Wright Time " to
begin. A change they'll see for sure is that
Thorobreds will do what they're trained to
do-run.

Head Coach John Wright

GENERAL INFORMATION
LOCATION
Frankfort, KY
FOUNDED
1886
COLORS
Green/Gold
ENROLLMENT
2,200
AFFILIATION
NCAA II
PRESIDENT
Dt Raymond M. Burse
ATHLETIC DI RECTOR
William K. Head
SPORTS INFORMATION
DIRECTOR
TBA
ASSISTANT COACHES

1986 SCHEDULE

DATE

s
0

N

6
20
27
4
11
18
25
1
8
15
22

OPPONENT
Concord College
at Austin Peay College
at Morehead State
Virg inia Union (HC)
at Lincoln Univ. (MO)
at Central State
Rndlay College
Univ. of D.C.
at West Virginia State
at Fort Valley State
Morehouse College

1985 RESULTS
(11-0-0)

OPP·

KSU

6
0
6
0
10
0
0
0
0
2
3

Rorida A&M
Butler University
Concord College
Valdosta State
Morehouse
Virginia Union
Central State (Ohio)
Hillsdale College
Austin Peay
West. Virginia State
Fort Valley State

52
24
61
27
24
59
61
40

48
16
34

31

KNOXVILLE
COLLEGE
"Bulldogs"
(SIAC)

Knoxville College evened out last year at
5-5, but Bulldog Coach Lonzo Bullie claims
that " he's beginning to see the light at the
end of the tunnel." He's hoping, however,
that it's not from an oncoming Lane train , or
one from Miles, or worse yet, one of the
SIAC's Division II teams.
" I think we 're a better ball club (than we
were last year) , but the question is will we be
healthy when we play Lane and Miles (the
SIAC's other Division Ill non-scholarship
teams) , Bullie said . "We don 't have many
people , so the key for us is to stay healthy."
One person he wants to stay healthy, and
who didn't last year when he broke his arm
in the team 's seventh game, is quarterback
Howard Stephens. A 6-1 , 185 pound redshirt
junior, Stephens is a pro-type quarterback
who sets up and stays in the pocket. Prior to
his injury, he was 70 of 153 for 1287 yards
and 13 touchdowns. He threw for almost 200
yards (194.8) a game last season enroute to
first-team all-SIAC honors.
" He's got an outstanding passing arm ,"
said Bullie, " but he can 't run . He's slow as
molasses (in January)."
Tommie Kelly, a 5-9 , 177 pound senior
running back, is another whom Bullie is
counting on to stay injury-free . Last year Kelly
scampered for 910 yards and five
touchdowns and added 21 pass receptions
for 267 yards and four TD 's. He was firstteam all-SIAC and the conference 's Most
Valuable Player, as well as its Most Valuable
Running Back. " He's just an outstanding
back," stated Bullie, " but behind him there
isn' t much depth . That 's one of our
problems."
James Mosely, a 5-11 , 183 pound senior
wide receiver, is not one of Bullie's problems.
Just the opposite. Besides catching 28

passes for 660 yards and eight touchdowns,
Mosely is also the back-up quarterback and
back-up punter. He finished the season as
QB last year when Stephens went down .
" He does everything ," Bullie said. "I wish I
had more like him."
The offensive front wall will be led by Larry
Lockhart, a 6-0 , 225 pound senior tackle,
and Kevin Stewart, a 5-10, 255 pound senior
guard. Lockhart, a first-team all-SIAC tackle
for the last two years , will be switching to
guard this season . " He's all man ," Bullie
said. " He's one of the strongest guys on our
ball club , and he has outstanding speed for
a big man ."
Stewart was called the best blocking
lineman on the team .
On defense the best linebacker is 5-9, 198
pound junior Gary McGraw. " He can fire
and he loves to hit,'' said Bullie. ''He calls the
signals for us. The only reason he didn 't
make all-conference last year was because
he missed the last two games and they were
both against conference teams.''
The other star is James Clark, first-team
SIAC safety. "He's 5-11 , 205, and all muscle ," informed Bullie. "He loves to hit, more
so than covering passes. He's a junior and
outstanding already , but he's going to get
even better."
Last year, along with Clark, the Bulldogs
started three freshmen . "The problem is they
haven't improved that much , at least to the
point where they can help us,'' Bullie stated.
" That was our major downfall last year, the
area where people beat us. We lost three
games in the last four minutes because
teams threw on us."
So Bullie is continuing to look for the light,
and he thinks he sees it. The only thing is that
he can 't be sure what it is.

Head Coach Lonzo Bullie
GENERAL INFORMATION
KroxviHe, TN

LOCATION
FOUNDED
COLORS
ENROLLMENT
AFFILIATION
PRESIDENT
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR
SPORTS INFORMATION
DIRECTOR
ASSISTANT COACHES

DATE
S
13
20
27
0
4
11
25
N
1
8
15

500
NCAA DMsm 111

Dr. Robert Shepred
Marion Quinn

Open
Charlie Oliver
Michael Daniels
DwightTreadwell
Willia'n Simmons

1986 SCHEDULE
OPPONENT
at Lambuth College
Lane College
at Wilmington College
at Miles College
Tenn Weslyan College
Miles College (HC)
at Lane College
Bishop College
Ferrum University

1985 RESULTS
(5-!H>)

KC
49
12
29
0
54
28
21
7
14
24

32

1875

GarneVBlue

Gallaudet College
Ferrum University
Union College
Miles College
Tennessee Weslyan
Miles College
Lane College
Carson-Newman
College
Bishop College
Morehouse College

OPP
0
21
23

17
10
14
28
28
21

20

LANE
COLLEGE
"Dragons"
(SIAC)

If Lane is to better its 3-5-1 record of a year
ago, the Dragon offensive line must fire out.
"That's our strength ," pointed out assistant
coach Lee Triplett. " We've got some big,
strong boys up there, and for us to win, they
have to do a job."
Although he's notthe biggest of the group,
John Bond is the best. A 6-0, 250 pound
guard, Bond made all-SIAC Division Ill firstteam last season . " We like to run behind
John in short yardage situations," explained
Triplett.
At6-1 and 290, Casher Adams , a tackle,
is a little big bigger. He made second-team
all-conference a year ago as a freshman, and
with a year's seasoning and reasonable improvement, should move up.
What really will make the Lane front wall
tough, though, is the return of tackle Danny
Jo Young and guard Roosevelt Washington,
both of whom sat out last season after making all-SIAC first team two years ago. Young
is a senior, and mammoth at 6-5 and 290 .
Washington, a sophomore, is a scaled down
version at 5-11 and 245.
Lane is a running team so the aforementioned beef will be counted on to clear a path
for Terry Lawrence , a 6-0, 220 pound
fullback, and Gary Newsome, a 5-11 , 190
pound tailback. Although a fullback,
Lawrence actually carried more (169 times),
gained more (651 yards), and scored more
(7 touchdowns), while breaking the longest
run (70 yards).
Newsome was right behind him in every
category, carrying 165 times for 578 yards
and 5 touchdowns , with a long of 35.
Newsome, however, did have a slightly better yards per carry average , 6.1 to 5.5. Both
seniors, in tandem , they rushed for 1229
yards and 12 touchdowns.
Newsome, pulling double-duty, also runs
back kick-offs where last year he led NCAA
~ivision Ill with a 31.9 return average. Joining Lawrence and Newsome in the backfield
W!II be Reginald Hughes, who in 1984 led
Division Ill in punt returns.
Since quarterback was a weakness last
season, and appears to be again, the

Dragons' offense , for the most part, will be
Lawrence and Newsome running behind a
big, bad Lane line.
Clarence Mabon returns at QB, but last
season he hit on only 38 of 102 passes (37%)
for 457 yards and 6 touchdowns, not even
a good game by Satellite Totten (former
Mississippi Valley State quarterback) standards. His back-ups last year, Terry Wright
(12 of 40 for 119 yards and 1 TD) and Patrick
Williams (3 of 7 for 27 yards) were hardly
regarded as passing threats either.
Lane has recruited a couple of quarterbacks, James Sewell and Curtis Grant, and
according to Triplett, " Sewell (6-0, 180)
throws pretty well. It'll be a toss-up who
starts."
Not only is quarterback up in the air, the
receiving corps is also suspect, to say the
least. Gone are last year's two leading pass
catchers, leaving those chores this year to
Darrell Mathews and Harold Person , who
together only caught three passes last year.
So much for Lane 's passing attack.
On defense, experience-wise, it's a different story because the Dragons return ten
starters from a team that finished second in
the SIAC Division Ill. Three all-conference
performers, John Carpten, Benjamin Moten,
and Avery Carr, spearhead the unit.
Other good ones are junior Willie Litt, a
5-11, 195 pound junior linebacker, and
Carver White, a 5-10, 260 pound sophomore
nose guard. "Litt is quick and around the ball
all the time," stated Triplett, "and if you come
at White, he'll stop you-you have to turn
away from him to beat him."
The punting game is solid where Tim
Wright, with a 38.2 average, has led the
league for the last two years. He was ranked among the top five in Division Ill last
season.
So the stories at Lane are the offensive line,
running backs , and defense. The key
though, is whether they can find a quarterback to run the ball club, along with a couple of ends for him to throw to.

Head Coach Neal McCall

GENERAL INFORMATION

LOCATION
Jackson, TN
FOUNDED
1882
COLORS
Red/Blue
ENROLLMENT
650
AFFILIATION
NCAA Division II
PRESIDENT
Dr. Alex A. Chambers
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR
Dr. Willie G. Shaw
SPORTS INFORMATION
TBA
DIRECTOR
Lee Triplett
ASSISTANT COACHES

CaMn Gray
David Maxwell

1986 SCHEDULE

DATE

s
0

N

6
13
20
4
11
18
25
1
8
15

OPPONENT
at U.T. at Martin
at Miles College
at Knoxville College
Morehouse College
Lambuth College
Miles College
at Bishop College
Knoxville College (HC)
at Millsaps College
Tennessee Wesleyan

1985 RESULTS
(3-5-1)

OPP

LC

6
14
26
7
43
13
19
27
32

U.T. at Martin
Harding University
Miles College
Arkansas-Pine Bluff
Lambuth College
Miles
Bishop
Knoxville
Tennessee Wesleyan

12
21
29

44
7
14
19
21
20

33

~

LIVINGSTONE
COLLEGE

~

"Bears"

(CIAA)

At Livingstone College they say the
defense has always been the backbone of
their football team. And this year the defensive coaches feel that this Fighting Bear
defense will be as strong as any defensive
unit that they have had here in the past fifteen
years. If that is in facttrue , opposing quarterbacks and running backs could end up bearmeat.
When Livingstone fans talk about their
team 's 'D', the discussion begins with
superlatives about Jerry Asbury , their allCIAA defensive tackle . " He has the
quickness, strength , size, aggressiveness,
and intensity of any player I have ever seen,"
stated head coach David Corley in describing the bear-like 6-3, 260 pound Asbury. " If
Jerry plays to his potential again this season,
there is no telling how good he can be."
At the other tackle is 6-4, 245 pound Ian
Clark, called " Mr. Dependable" by Livingstone faithfu l. Clark is an intelligent and
mild-mannered person off the field , but
becomes very aggressive on it.
Livingstone's defensive ends were both
bothered by nagging injuries last season .
Calvin Grace, 6-4 and 220, was slowed by
a foot injury a year ago , while Gregory
Bacote, 6-2 and 200, had problems with his
toe. Both are healthy now, and that can only
mean that the Bears will be tougher at the
corners.
Bryant Dean (5-11 , 178), a defensive
back, is the mainstay in the secondary. '' He
reads and breaks on the ball as good as any
of them at that position ," stated Corley.
Another defensive back, Joe Gamble (5-10,
170) is also decent.
If there is any question about Livingstone's
defense, it is about the secondary. Early in
the season they may be susceptible, but they
should get better as the season progresses.
With eight of the sixteen returning lettermen
starting on defense, the feeling stated is that
this group will uphold the school 's tradition .
The offense scored 25 points a game last
season as Livingstone posted a 7-3 record
in Carley's first year as the Bears' boss. Two

34

all-conference performers from that platoon
are gone, wide receiver/return specialist
Douglas Clark and lineman Calvin Cunningham, but six veterans return to solidify
the unit.
Johnathan Martin, 6-4 and 210, is back to
hold down the fort at tight end. A four-year
starter, Martin is intense, aggressive, and
strong, with good quickness, agility, and
great hands. Vernon Harris (6-2, 198) is not
very fast but, because he can catch and
block, has played both wide receiver and
tight end.
The running backs are unproven , and this
could pose a problem. Mike Abraham, a
5-11, 195 pound sophomore, is penciled in
at tailback. He broke his foot during the
team's second game last year and never got
the chance to show his stuff. The reports say
he has good speed, good moves, and can
catch the ball out of the backfield. The word
out of Salisbury, NC is that Abraham had a
good spring and may be ready to exhibit
some of his potential.
The best offensive lineman is Kelvin
Caldwell, a 5-11 , 270 pound guard . The
quarterback situation is mum, and that is not
a good sign .
During spring drills the Bears think they
found four players, two on offense and two
on defense, who might help. Twofullbacks,
5-11 , 210 pound Carl Roberson, and human
cannonball Jeff Burton, only 5-9, buttipping
in at 220; a defensive back, 5-11 , 190 pound
Irwin
Beazer ; and
a defensive
end/linebacker, 6-0, 223 pound Barron
Prosper.
The coaches are particularly high on
Burton, a walk-on , who could contribute as
a ball carrier or blocker. They say "he has
what it takes to be a Fighting Bear."
Newcomers who could step in and help
immediately include a couple of quarterbacks, Arron Geddies and Bennie Franklin ;
a running back, Derrick Young ; a defensive
tackle, Craig Been; a linebacker, Donald
Cousar; and a punter, James Simpson.

Head Coach David Cor1ey

GENERAL INFORMATION
LOCATION
Salisbury, NC
FOUNDED
1879
COLORS
Block/Blue
ENROLLMENT
800
A FFILIATION
NCAA II
CHANCELLOR
Dr. Wiiam H. Greene
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR
Edward I. Clemrrons
SPORTS INFORMATION
DIRECTOR
Sabnna Johnson
ASSISTANT COACHES
Robert McAdams
Cleveland Elem
Fletcher Jones
Bryant Childs

n m Dixon

DATE
S
6
13
20
27
0
4
18
25
N
1
8
15

1986 SCHEDULE
OPPO NENT
at North Carolina Central
Oark College
Univ. of D.C.
Virginia Union
at Gardner-Webb
Johnson C. Smith
at Fayetteville State
at Saint Paul's
Bowie State (HC)
at Winston-Salem State

1985 RESULTS
(7-3-0)

LC
24
31
51
13
29
19
21
17
31
6

North Carolina Central
Clark College
Univ. of D.C.
Virginia Union
Gardner Webb College
Johnson C. Smith
Fayetteville State
Saint Paul's College
Bowie State
Winston-Salem State

OPP
21
7
6
12

34
17

22
9
0

30

MILES
COLLEGE
"Bears"
(SIAC)

Asked about his key offensive players,
Miles Coach Donald Harris led off with Lucky
Shephard and Donny Bellamy. That's
unusual because Shephard and Bellamy are
offensive linemen.
"That's our strength this year," explained
Harris. "We have people there who have
played together since their freshmen year.
They're seasoned and battle-tested . In the
past, they've done a very good job of pass
blocking."
Shephard , a junior, is a 5-9, 240 pound
guard who was all-SIAC first-team the last
two years. "He's very quick, very strong and
very smart," Harris said. " He has good skills
and very good technique."
Bellamy, a senior, is a 6-2, 230 pound
tacklewho won the W. S. Banks Outstanding
Lineman Award and was also first-team allconference last season . " He's got quick feet,
he'san excellent pass blocker, and he's very
coachable," Harris said .
Shephard, Bellamy, and company will
clear the way for Royan Moultrie, a 6-1 , 195
pound senior running back who was the
Player-of-the-Year in the SIAC last season
when he rushed for almost 1000 yards (978)
andeighttouchdowns. "Let me just say he's
avery good inside runner," Harris said, "and
he's a great blocker."
The wide receivers are solid. Ronald
Curry, a 5-11 , 170 pound senior, was firstteam all-SIAC last year. "He does not have
blazing speed ," explained Harris, " but he
can get open and he catches passes in traf!ic. He's got very, very good hands." Curry
is also the punt returner.
At the other end, sophomore Reginald
Stephenson (6-0, 165) is a speedster who
poses a deep threat.
Those offensive positions are established,
)ut a critical one, quarterback, is not. Two

sophomores, Jimmy Hardy (6-2, 170) and
Alphonso Moody (5-9, 160) are battling for
the spot. Both played sparingly last year.
Hardy is a passer while Moody is more of
an option-quarterback. ''Moody does throw
well on the run though, and he's good at
reading defenses," noted Harris. "We're just
going to see which one moves the ball for
us."
On defense, the strength is at linebacker
where Harris says the key players are Tony
Henderson and Orlando Robinson. Henderson, a6-3, 230 pound senior, has made the
all-conference first team for the last three
years. "He plays the pass well, and he's very
good against the run," stated Harris. "He's
a good pro prospect.' '
Harris said basically the same thing about
Robinson who made the academic allconference first-team. With a secondary that
has also been together for three years,
Harris said, "we have the experience to play
well in our type of coverage.''
In addition to the question mark at quarterback, where he plans to give a lot of attention during double sessions, Harris indicated
that the defensive line would have to be called a weakness. "However, we have some
sophomores and freshmen whom we feel
can step in and fill the void.''
That will be important, because he said
''the defense will have to carry us until the offense starts to gell."
If so, Miles should improve upon it's 3-8
record of a year ago. Those three wins,
however, came when they counted as the
Bears finished first (3-2) in SIAC Division Ill.
Asked the favorite in the conference this
year Harris responded, "we'd like to be the
team to beat as always, but Lane and Knoxville are strong and have experience in the
skill positions.''

Head Coach Donald Harris
GENERAL INFORMATION
LOCATION
Birmingham. AL
FOUNDED
1905
COLORS
Purple/Gold
ENROLLMENT
650
AFFILIATION
SI/IC
PRESIDENT
Dr. Leroy Johnson
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR
Donald Harris
SPORTS INFORMATION
TBA
DIRECTOR
Forrest Jackson
ASSISTANT COACHES
Zack Humphrey
Harry Bently
Andre Wright

1986 SCHEDULE

DATE

s
0

N

6
20
27
4
11
18
25
8

OPPONENT
Lane College
al Albany State College
al Bishop College
Knoxville College
Clark College (HC)
at Lane College
at Knoxville College
Tuskegee University

1985 RESULTS
(3-5-0)

MC

0
23
17
29
16
7
14
14

Albany State
Clark College
Knoxville College
Lane College
Morehouse
Tuskegee
Knoxville College
Lane College

OPP
44
26

0
26

42
39

28
13

35

MISSISSIPPI VALLEY
STATE
"Delta Devils"
(SWAC)

In recent years the Mississippi Valley football program centered around the coach ,
Archie Cooley, and the quarterback, Willie
Totten . Cooley, the colorful coach nicknamed 'the gunslinger,' shot from the hip in
this telephone interview. And as everyone
knows , Valley must replace Totten , 'the
Satellite,' whom Cooley said ''last year, could
throw the football as well as any quarterback
in the country, except for the pros."
Totten was the key to a high-scoring offense that featured no huddle, no running
backs, 4 or 5 receivers , and a prolific passing attack. MVSU went 24-7-1 over the past
three years.
Asked how he planned to replace Totten,
Cooley said, "We can 't. We're just going to
take the strengths of the kids we have and
then do the things that we can do well."
Whereas 'Air Totten' was a key last year,
the strength this season will be the defense ,
particularly the linebackers. Vincent Brown
(6-1 , 241 ), Clarence Trotter (6-2, 235), Tony
Haggle (6-3, 235), and Albert Edwards
(6-3½ , 230) all return and make up what
Cooley unabashedly called , " the greatest
group of linebackers I've ever coached .
They are all redshirt juniors, so they have experience, and they all can play."
The best of the group may be Brown , who
led the team last year in tackles (156) when
he made second-team all-SWAC. He should
move up this year .
Paul Jones, a 6-3 , 270 pound down
lineman , and Aaron Williams, a 5-11 , 170
pound defensive back, are also listed as key
returning players.
On offense, Thomas Leonard , a 6-3 , 205
pound junior quarterback, has the job of
replacing Totten, wrrh Lanford Collins as
back-up . " Leonard can run and pass,"

36

stated Cooley. " He can run (4.5 forty) a lot
better than Totten, but of course, he doesn't
throw as well. But who can? But he throws
good enough ."
When Leonard does pass, it will most likely
be to Rodney Hill , a 6-1, 190 pound junior
end who heads up a good group of
receivers. " He's a game-breaker," stated
Cooley, who is in his seventh season as Valley
coach.
James Thompson (6-6, 321), a senior, is
back to stabilize an offensive line that is big ,
but inexperienced.
Other than that, Cooley says his team is
very young . " We're going to play it by ear
and hope we get better as we go along."
Along the way, he must also find a replacement for return specialist Willie Ware, which
he said could be a problem '' because Willie
could do so much and he was so good .''
The Delta Devils were 5-2 in SWAC last
year (8-3 overall) and finished second to
Jackson State in the conference . Cooley
feels his club is rebuilding and will have to go
some to come close to matching that performance, saying his team will be ' 'fair to good ,
depending on how fast the younger players
develop." He picked Jackson State to repeat
(" they 're the only team returning a starting
quarterback" ) and said "Grambling is
always tough , and Southern should be pretty
good. With the change of coaches, it's hard
to say about Alcorn State. These should be
the teams to beat."
Asked if Valley can compete wrrh any of
those clubs, Cooley shot back, " oh no, not
this year. If we break even , we 'll be doing
great."
Maybe so, but look again next year
because the Devils return 32 juniors this
season .

~

~

Head Coach Archie Cooley

GENERAL INFORMATION
Itta Bena, MS

LOCATION
FOUNDED
COLORS
ENROLLMENT
AFFILIATION
PRESIDENT
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR
SPORTS INFORMATION
DIRECTOR
ASSISTANT COACHES

D ATE
S
6

13
0

27
4

11
18

25
N

1
9
15

1950
G,eer\lWhrte
2,200
t'/CM 1-AA
Dr. Joe L. Boyer
Oluck Prophet
Oluck Prophet
Johnny Thomas
JamesNorword
Richard West
Willie Futon
Ricky Carson

1986 SCHEDULE
OPPONENT
Alabama A&M
Bishop College
at Jackson State
at Southern
at North Carolina A&T
Grambling State
at Texas Southern
Prairie View A&M (HC)
Alcorn State (Sunday}
(Jackson , MS}
Alabama State

1985 RESULTS
(8-3-0)
MVSU

28
32
80
35
28
21
59
56
28
58
35

Southern University
Alabama A&M
Bishop College
Jackson State
Tennessee State
Grambling State
Texas Southern
Prairie View A&M
Alcorn State
Alabama State
North Carolina A&T

OPP
7

19
14
14
13
31

40
17
35

6
35

MOREHOUSE
COLLEGE
"Tigers"
(SIAC)

Morehouse College finished 3-6-1 last
year and is looking to move up. "We'd like
to get into the top four (of the SIAC)," said
Maroon Tigers' coach Maurice "Mo" Hunt,
referring to the conference where Albany
State and Fort Valley State have been the top
two teams over the last three years.
The Tigers return 22 lettermen, including
14 starters. Offensively , the best of the bunch
appears to be Michael Stillwell , a 5-9, 198
pound senior running back, and Tamlin
"Buster" Antoine, a 5-11 , 185 pound senior
wide receiver.
Although he didn't start until Morehouse's
fourth game last year, Stillwell gained over
800 yards and was the Tigers' top scorer with
6touchdowns, stats good enough to get him
on the all-SIAC second team. " He's super
quick," says Hunt. " He's been injured his first
two years, so he really didn 't come into his
own until last year. He's now where he
should have been two years ago . If he stays
free of injuries, he 'II be ever better this year."
Antoine, another all-conference secondteam er, is a game-breaker who was
Morehouse's top receiver. " He makes the
big plays for us," stated Hunt.
Defensively, the team is led by senior
Andrew Samuels, a 6-2, 305 pound down
lineman who , as a sophomore offensive
guard, made the all-SIAC second team.
"We're moving him to nose tackle on
defense because he's very aggressive and
we needed somebody tough in the middle,"
explains Hunt. " He's the strongest guy on
our team. He can bench press 480 pounds.
And he's super quick for his size, running a
4.8 forty-yard dash . He's a pro prospect."
Senior Anthony Edwards, a 6-2, 240
pound defensive tackle , is a good player
whom Hunt feels has been overlooked. " He

quietly goes about doing his job without getting any of the recognition that he deserves,"
says Hunt.
And there's Cardenal Coleman , a versatile
athlete who seems to do whatever is to be
done for the Tigers. As a return specialist last
year, the 5-10, 175 pound junior was ranked among the NCAA leaders in kick-off
returns (25 yard average) and punt returns
(10 yard average) until he was injured and
forced to miss the last three games. "He's
the most versatile football player on the
team ," states Hunt. "He played wide
receiver the firstthree years here, and he has
played running back and serves as our
backup quarterback. But he's also the best
defensive back that we have. So, we' re planning to play him there this season. With his
ability, we'll just play him where he can help
us the most at the time."
Summarizing his team, Hunt said, "we'll
try to have a balanced attack that will utilize
the talents of our receivers and running
backs . We're still looking for a big, bruising
fullback, a couple of tackles, and a guard .
We're very young, especially in the line and
defensive backfield . A key then will be how
quick and how well our freshmen can
contribute.
'' Last year we played well in spots, but we
seemed to bring out the best in everybody
else," said Hunt. "Apparently Morehouse
was the team that nobody wanted to lose to.
We had too many mental breakdowns. But
physically, this is the best team we've had
since I've been here ."
Hunt hopes all of this translates into a better year for the Maroon Tigers, hopefully one
that will see his club climb up the SIAC
ladder.

Head Coach Maurice "Mo" Hunt

GENERAL INFORMATION
LOCATION
Atlanta, GA
FOUNDED
1867
COLORS
Maroon/White
ENROLLMENT
2,000
AFFI LI ATION
NCAA 1-M
PRESIDENT
De Hugh M. Gloster
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR
Arther J. McAfee, Jr.
SPORTS INFORMATION
DIRECTOR
Open
ASSISTANT COACHES
'Mllie Hill
John Gilliam
Zanny Sheaey

1986 SCHEDULE

DATE

s
0

N

13
20
4
11
18
25
1
8
15
22

OPPONENT
at Albany State
Fort Valley (Macon)
at Lane College
Morris Brown
Tuskegee (Columbus)
at Savannah State
Miles College
Howard University (HC)
Clark Cdlege
at Kentucky State

1985 RESULTS
(3-6-1)

OPP

MC

6
0
27
3
3
14
42
26
14
20

Albany State
Fort Valley
Kentucky State
Morris Brown
Tuskegee University
Savannah State
Miles College
Howard University
Clark College
Knoxville College

20
36
10
7
3
9

16
35
27
24

87

NORFOLK STATE
UNIVERSITY
"Spartans"
(CIAA)

In fifteen years of coaching , Willard Bailey
has been a big winner (122-38-4), his .756
success rate ranking third among all NCAA
Division II coaches. At Norfolk State, as he
prepares for his third season , he is 16-6. Last
year, after easily winning five of their first six
games, his Spartans dropped three of their
last four to finish at 6-4, making it one of
Bailey 's worst seasons ever. Norfolk's
nosedive also ended Bailey's personal string
of four consecutive CIAA championships
and six straight NCAA post-season
appearances.
With 56 of 70 letterwinners and 12 of 22
starters back, the smart money says that the
Spartans will again challenge for the CIAA
crown, and could move back among the nation 's (Division II) top teams.
Seven starters return from an offense
which averaged almost 30 points a game last
season. If the Spartans can replace quarterback Willie Gillus, who threw for over 200
yards a game and over 2000 for the season ,
they should light up the scoreboard again.
Juniors Ken Dickens (6-1, 210) and Tony
Graves (6-1 , 200) were the leading ground
gainers with 531 yards and 340 yards
respectively, but their totals could have been
much higher had they not shared the load
with seven other talented teammates.
Dickens, who didn 't become a starter until mid-season , averaged 4.5 yards a carry,
caught 8 passes for 126 yards, and scored
5 touchdowns from his fullback position .
Graves averaged 5.3 yards a carry,
scored five touchdowns, and played on
special teams where he blocked fou r kicks,
returning one all the way.
" They make a fine combination, with
Dickens more of an inside runner and
Graves more of an outside runner," said
assistant coach Tom Morris. '' Dickens is an
undersized fullback, but he makes up for it
with strength , plus he's exceptionally quick.
Graves is probably a better break-away
back. In tandem , they're tough ."

Three sophomores are competing for
G uillus' job- Ronald Jones (6-3 , 215),
James Barnes (6-0, 185), and Tim Garner
(6-0, 195). " Jones is probably the best
passer, Garner an option-quarterback, the
best runner, and Barnes a better runner than
thrower," explained Morris. " Jones might
have a slight edge because he played a little more in games last year, but they all came
out of spring practice pretty equal. It's up in
the air right now who will start."
Tyrone Barlow will be at wide receiver and
Clarence Brock, an excellent blocker who
Morris said has flanker speed , at tight end .
Terrance Mitchell, a 6-6, 270 pound tackle is
the most valuable block of granite in the front
wal l.
Norfolk had the best defense against the
run (50.9 yards a game) in Division II last
year. James Stallings, a 6-1, 225 pound
linebacker, led the team in tackles (7.4 a
game) last season as a freshman . He had 5
sacks, batted down 2 passes, recovered a
fumble , and has three years left to terrorize
people.
Two tough ends, Ted Bates (6-3 , 230) and
Johnny Washington (6-2, 230), balance the
line. Bates, who averaged 5.4 tackles per
game and led the team in quarterback sacks
(14 for 134 yards of losses), is being billed as
an all-American candidate. Washington
averaged 3.1 tackles and had six sacks for
60 yards in losses. In comparing the two,
Morris said , " Bates is a lot more physical ,
while Washington does it more with finesse. ''
The downfall last year, then , was due to a
porous pass defense which yielded 194.3
yards per game. More specifically, the Spartans were burned badly by the big play, with
16 of the 21 TD's they gave up coming on
plays covering 65 yards or more. Davis must
patch that up to prevent a repeat of last
year's collapse down the stretch.
For a coach who has won three-fourths of
all his games, solving that problem shouldn't
be too difficult.

Head Coach Willard Balley
GENERAL INFORMATION
LOCATION
Norfolk, VA
FOUNDED
1935
COLORS
Green/Gold
ENROLLMENT
B.000
AFFILIATION
NCAA Division II
PRESIDENT
D, Harrison B. WIison
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR
Willa-d Bailey
SPORTS INFORMATION
DIRECTOR
Kenny Snelling
ASSISTANT COACHES
Stanley Allbrittoo

MUI Fields
Jim Flowe<s
Tom Morris
Luther Palmer
Biff Wllliamsoo
Boctsy Woodald
John Wright

1986 SCHEDULE

DATE

s

0

N

4

11
18
25
1
8
15

1985 RESULTS

(6-4-0)

OPP

NSU

37
15
38
45
34
32
35
16
21
17

40

6
13
20
27

OPPONENT
at Saint Paul's
Fayetteville State
at Johnson C. Smith
Elizabeth City State
at Morgan State
North Carolina Central
at Hampton Univ.
Virginia Union
Howard Univ. (HC)
at Virginia State
Bloomsburg Univ.

Saint Paul's
William & Mary
Johnson C. Smith
Elizabeth City State
Fayetteville State
North Carolina Central
Hampton
Virginia Union
Howard
Virginia State

0
28
0
3

14
14
36
10

28
27

NORTH CAROLINA
A&T UNIVERSITY
"Aggies"
(MEAC)

In each of Mo Forte's first three seasons
atNorthCarolinaA&T, his Aggies never won
more than three games. Last year looked
even worse when A&T lost its first four games,
including a 51-14 shellacking by S.C. State.
But the Aggies recovered to win 6 of their
last 7 games to give Forte his first winning
season (6-5) at A&T. With a junior-senior
dominated squad, the Aggies appear ready
to depart MEAC 's second division where
they have been a fixture for the past five
years. With 17 starters among 55 returning
lettermen, the Aggies consider themselves
legnimate contenders for the MEAC title.
"Weare very excited about the upcoming
season," Forte said. " We have to be a little
cautious, though , because the games are
won on the field, not on paper. " On paper,
the Aggies are potentially lethal. Their biggest weapon is incumbent all-M EAC quarterback Alan Hooker.
Hooker, a legitimate all-America candidate, passed his way into the MEAC record
book. The 6-2, 190 pound junior threw 24
touchdown passes, six against Morgan
State, to establish himself as the league's
premier quarterback. He finished the season
wnh 54 percent throwing accuracy, completing 169 of 311 passes for 2,096 yards ,
whilealso rushing for six touchdowns. '' He's
aplayer, period," Forte marvels. " I'll just say
I'm lucky he's playing for A&T because I'd
hate to see my team line up against him."
Senior Tracy Napper, an effective passer, is
Hooker's back-up.
Herbert Harbinson, Hooker's favorite
~rget, is regarded as the top pass receiver
in the league. The sure-handed senior last
season caught a team-leading 58 passes for
?30 yards and scored five touchdowns.
J~nior Anthony Best is the heir apparent at
wideout. Last year, Best had five receptions
for 104 yards (14.9 a catch) and two
touchdowns. Joe Johnson apparently has
won the starting berth at tight end. A solid
blocker, Johnson caught eight passes for 57
yards.
Junior tailback Stoney Polite, a durable
5-10, 185 pounder, led the Aggies in rushing

with 654 yards on 160 attempts and scored
eight touchdowns. Bullish fullback Robert
Shivers had 221 yards on 39 carries.
Tailback-fullback Juan Jackson rushed for
two touchdowns and added seven through
the air.
Hooker and Co . will operate behind an offensive line that includes junior center Marvin Christian (6-3, 232) , senior guard
Deangelo Bell (6-4, 320), and senior tackle
Carlos Judge (6-1 , 285), part of a unit that set
12 A&T offensive records last season .
While the offense should be A&T's strong
suit this season, the defense is what usually
wins games. Following their horrendous start
last season, the Aggies defense gave up no
more than 20 points a game, except for the
high-scoring finale at Mississippi Valley.
Gone is all-M EAC linebacker Johnnie
Coleman who led the league in tackles (160) ,
but nine defensive starters return . Heading
the group is all-MEAC Ernest Riddick, a 244
pound senior noseguard who led the Aggies
in sacks (7.5) and was their second leading
tackler (84).
The defensive ends will be veterans Frank
Newman and Rodney Dickerson.
Linebacking , however, looms as a team
strength . James Davis, Tim Scott, Pat Artis ,
and Demont Vann are back, and Jeff
Franklin returns after missing last season with
an injury.
Senior cornerback Chris Barber
spearheads a secondary that contributed 14
interceptions last year. Barber, an incumbent
all-MEAC, led the team with four thefts. Back
there also are sophmores Joe Summerset,
Broderick Rouse, and Brian Bowden.
The special teams appear solid . Harbinson , who was ranked among the nation 's
leaders in kick-off returns, also returns punts.
George Harrison, with a 38.3 average, is the
punter. A new placekicker, however, must
be found.
According to A&T's sports information
department, Forte and his Aggies "can't wait
to let the good times roll."

Head Coach Maurice "Mo" Forte

GENERAL INFORMATION
LOCATION
Greensboro. NC
FOUNDED
1891
COLORS
Blue/Gold
ENROLLMENT
5.500
AFFILIATION
NCAA 1-AA
CHANCELLOR
Dr Edward B. Fort
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR
Orby Z. Moss, Jr.
SPORTS INFORMATION
DIRECTOR
Drexel B Ball
ASSISTANT COACHES
George Ragsdale

George James
Jack Eaunger
Stan Kearney

Ray Petty
Ralph Brown
Roy Thompson

1986 SCHEDULE

DATE

s

0

N

6
13
20
27
4
11
25
1
8
15
22

OPPONENT
at Fayetteville State
Winston-Salem State
South Carolina State
at Morgan State
at Johnson C. Smrth
Miss Valley State (HC)
at Howard University
Bethune-Cookman
Delaware State
at North Carolina Central
at Appalachian State

1985 RESULTS
(6-5-0)

OPP

NCA&T

15
16
25
14
48
25
35
40
14
28
36

Tennessee State
Delaware State
Winston-Salem State
South Carolina State
Morgan State
Johnson C. Smith
Fayetteville State
Howard
Bethune-Cookman
North Carolina Central
Mrss. Valley State

31
30
34

51
20

7
0
14
20

19
35

41

NORTH CAROLINA
CENTRAL
"Eagles"

(CIAA)

After suffering a losing season last year,
the Eagles of North Carolina Central University are going for the gold this year. They lost
only four starters from last year's squad, and
are returning 58 lettermen for 1986. One of
the 18 returning starters is sophomore
quarterback, Earl " Air " Harvey. As a
freshman , Harvey set an NCAA Division II
record by passing for more than 3000 yards
in a season. On the way Harvey set 28 school
records and 7 NCAA Division II standards.
Aided by a talented corps of receivers , the
Eagles averaged 330.3 yards per game in
the air.
Tight end Terrence Mc Neill (6-3, 220), from
Fayetteville, North Carolina, caught 46
passes for 751 yards and 5 TD's. He was first
team all-CIAA, along with wide receivers
Robert Clark and Robert Green .
The 5-10, 175 pound Clark set CIAA
season marks for receptions (67) and yards
(1387). Clark set a CIAA one-game record
with 13 receptions for 285 yards against
Elizabeth City State. Green, the other wide
receiver, had 46 receptions for 681 yards
and two TD's. Overall, the Eagles return ten
starters on offense, but the key for NCCU will
be their running backs. Sophomore Tim
Oakley (6-1, 200, Oxford , NC) should be able
to up his 1985 rushing output of 189 yards .
Junior Darryl Webb should also show
tremendous improvement. The 6-0, 193
pound ball carrier from Oxford , NC led the
team with 254 yards. Rodney Rivers was the
number two rusher for the Eagles in '85. The
5-11 , 185 pound senior rushed for 254 yards
on 53 carries.
The offensive wall will be anchored by
senior center Eric Montgomery (6-0, 210).

The guards are Willie Buckley (6-2 , 245) and
junior Anthony Sterling (6-0, 280). At one
tackle will be Erick Johnson (6-4, 260) . The
other tackle position will be manned by either
Tim Noble (6-1 , 250), Van Jackson (6-1 , 250),
or Charles Lewis (6-0, 270).
The defense, despite the loss of four
starters, should be improved this year. Gone
is all-CIAA cornerback Melvin Wallace.
However, freshman Robert Massey was
moved to corner from outside linebacker.
There he will team with sophomores Gerald
Mack and Tony Linsey. The Eagles are
strong at the tackle position , with Kenneth
Guidry (6-1 , 260), Fed Dunston (6-1, 245),
and a refrigerator of sorts, 310 pound Stacey
Grimsley. Ronald Bethea, who had started
for a year and a half, could regain his spot.
The 6-0, 255 pound junior finished last
season with 40 tackles , 14 unassisted .
Inside linebacker James Joyner (Soph .,
6-2 , 226) played well during the second half
of the 1985 season and should start. Joining
him in the middle could be 6-0, 190 pound
Rodney King, Sheldon Smith (6-1 , 220), or
Maurice Wilson (6-1, 210). The outside
linebackers will be Tim Lee, 5-11 , 180 pound
senior from Gallipolis, Ohio, and 5-11 , 185
pound Carlton Sherrill.
Seven-year head coach Henry C. Lattimoresaysthe key to the '86season will be
keeping the other team 's offense off of the
field. Hestated , " Weknowthatwehavethe
makings of being a very good football team.
If we can avoid injuries and get consistent
play on both sides of the ball , we will be all
right. It should be a very interesting season
and the Eagles will be in the thick of the CIAA
picture. "

Head Coach Henry C. Lattimore

GENERAL INFORMATION
LOCATION
Du-ham. NC
FOUNDED
1910
COLORS
Maroon/Gray
ENROLLMENT
4,500
AFFILIATION
NCAA Division II
CHANCELLOR
Dr. Tyronza Richmond
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR
Edward B. Boyd
SPORTS INFORMATION
DIRECTOR
Olristopher T. Fisher
ASSISTANT COACHES
Joseph Aicher
Fbbert Jackson

Wiliam Jackson
John Outlaw
Robert Snith
Emmett TIiiey, Jr.
Randy Walker
Chartes Wiliams

1986 SCHEDULE
DATE OPPONENT
A
30 at Jackson State
s
6 at Livingstone
13 Saint Paul 's
20 Grambling (New York City)
27 at Fayetteville State
0
4 Winston-Salem State
11 at Norfolk State
25 B izabeth City State
N
1 at Bowie State
8 Johnson C. Smith (HC)
15 North Carolina A&T

1985 RESULTS

(4-6-0)
NCC

17
36
14
19
14
14
40
55
41
19

42

OPP
Livingstone
Saint Paul's
Grambling
Fayetteville State
Winston-Salem State
Norfolk State
Elizabeth City State
Bowie State
Johnson C. Smith
North Carolina A&T

21
13
45
6
46
32
41
0

28
28

PRAIRIE VIEW
A&M
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"Panthers"
(SWAC)

The best way to describe Conway
Hayman, coach of Prairie View A&M , is optimistic. The Panthers have gone 2-20 under
his direction (2-9 last year) and it's like
Hayman is itching to get even.
"We're finally getting some talent and we
now have the ingredients we need to start
winning," he said. "We were in eight games
last year until the final whistle . Now we have
some players and our attitude is improved.
I can't wait to get started ."
Despite their poor records the past two
years, Hayman is predicting his team will win
eight games this year. " And I'm not one to
go out on a limb," he said, and later repeated
several times as he gave glowing descriptions of his athletes.
"We may be among the best in the nation
at wide receiver," he stated . "We have seven
people there who can play.''
Bruce Walker, a 6-1 , 185 pound senior
who came to Prairie View from Utah State is
the best among the group. " He finds a way
to get open and he can catch the ball . The
pros are looking at him," said Hayman.
Second in line is Sam Johnson, a 6 foot,
185 pound transfer from West Los Angeles
Jr. College, who, according to his coach ,
"busts zones wide open and can outrun
people." Then there is Brian Gardner, a
5-11, 185 pound senior who runs the best
routes on the team and caught over 60
passes the last two years-some of them for
Nichols State, where he previously played .
Hayman says other team strengths are the
offensive backfield , defensive line, and the
linebackers.
Earnest Brown , a 6-2, 198 pound junior
quarterback who made honorable mention
all-conference last year, "can do anything he
wants to on the football field ," according to
~ayman. "His problem in the past has been
inconsistency. He threw for over 3,000 yards
in thelast two years, but it just as easily could
have been 5,000 yards. "
His back-up is Ira Holland, a 6-4, 200
pound sophomore who also made
honorable mention. " He has loads of athletic
ability, and for him , the sky's the limit, " states

Hayman. "All he needs is experience and
consistency. ''
Craven Rogers (5-11, 205, Sr.) and Victor
Pegram (5-5, 175, Jr.) are the running backs.
Rogers is more of a power back, while according to Hayman, Pegram is
" unbelievable. He's unreal. You can't hit
him ."
Lynn Bradford (5-11, 220, Soph .) and
Roderick McGowan (6-2 , 235, Soph.) are in
a dead-heat for the fu II back post. ''They are
very similar, so let's just say we're set at that
position for a while," Hayman said.
The offensive line will be anchored by Clinton Bell , a 6-3½ , 250 pound sophomore,
who was versatile enough to make secondteam all-conference at defensive tackle as a
freshman before switching over to offensive
tackle last year when he was honorable mention. "He's just a great athlete," says
Hayman. "He reminds me of Leon Gray in
the NFL (New England Patriots, Houston
Oilers)."
Senior Joe Harris, a 6-3, 240 pound converted interior lineman, is a plus at tight end.
Noseguard Vincent Huffpower (6-1, 255,
Soph .) is the spirit of the defense. "As a
freshman, in his very first game, he made 17
tackles," related Hayman. "He's a maniac
on defense."
Defensive end Darryl Lindley (6-5 , 258,
Sr.) has all-American potential.
And there 's Herman Moore (6-4½ , 245,
Soph.) who Hayman says is "a rising star.
He's aggressive, tough, and he wants to be
a good player."
Hayman points out that experience ,
overall team speed, and quickness are
Panther assets. But the real key could be the
ten junior college transfers he br~ught in .
Weaknesses will be lack of depth 1n the offensive line and in the defensive backfield.
Despite past records, keep an eye on
Prairie View A&M, because as Hayman says,
"i'm not the type to go out on a limb."
For the coach's sake, let's hope the SWAC
opponents don't saw it off with him out there

Head Coach Conway Hayman
GENERAL INFORMATION

LOCATION
FOUNDED
COLORS
ENROLLMENT
AFFILIATION
PRESIDENT
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR
SPORTS INFORMATION
DIRECTOR
ASSISTANT COACHES

Prairie View, TX
1876
Purple/Gold
4,600

NCAA 1-AA
D, Percy A. Pierre
Brutus N. Jackson
DeBorah Thigpen
Ronald Beard
Haney Catchings
Al Johnson
C. L. Whitlington
Douglas Fowlkes

Bob Aikin

1986 SCHEDULE
DATE OPPONENT
S
1 Texas Southern
(Houston)
6 at McNeese State
13 at Stephen F. Austin
20 at Jackson State
27 at Southern
O
4 Grambling (Dallas)
11 Bishop (Austin)
18 Texas Lutheran
25 Alabama State
N
1 at Miss Valley State
15 Alcorn State

PVAM
7
14
7

3
12
7
28
6
10
17
7

1985 RESULTS
(3-8-0)
OPP
Texas Southern
Sam Houston State

19
9

Lamar

30

Jackson State
Southern
Grambling
Bishop
Texas Lutheran
Alabama State
Mississippi Valley
Alcorn State

21
14
27
16

30
17

56
41

on the end.
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SAINT PAUL'S
COLLEGE
"Tigers"

(CIAA)

Larry Blackstone, Saint Paul's rookie head
coach, is making changes to improve on last
season's 2-8 record.
Last year SPC outrushed the opposition,
14 7 .3 to 141 .9 yards per game, but was outpassed by 109 yards a contest, 185.6 to
76.5. They only averaged 12 points a game.
To get more scoring, Blackstone has replaced the Wing-T with the Pro-Set. He also
has to replace Anthony Mills, the Tigers'
leading rusher for the past two years.
Woodrow Harvey (5-8, 160), who started at
tailback last year when Mills was injured, will
shoulder most of the rushing responsibilities
thisyear. "He's quick and he can run to
daylight," said Blackstone. "He's not as
powerful as Mills, but he's more explosive."
Senior Darrell Moore (5-11, 185), formerly a starting defensive back, will take over at
quarterback. "He's got a strong arm and
he's very capable," said Blackstone. "He's
smart and he gives us leadership."
Other offensive starters returning are Paul
Pierce (Jr., 6-3, 200, split end), Simeon
House (Jr., 6-6, 220, tight end), Theo
Thomas (Jr., 6-3, 215, center), Dwayne
Wilson (Sr., 6-0, 230, guard), and James
Shaw (Sr., 6-1, 250, tackle).
The freshmen crop includes two all-state
running backs; Brian Haywood, who ranks
right behind "Famous" Amos Lawrence
(University of North Carolina) in career
rushing at Lake Taylor (Va.) High School, and
Leroy Wright, who led Central Luneburg to
the Virginia Class-A State Championship.
Blackstone realizes it will take time, but
once they learn the system, he anticipates a
more productive offense, one that will score
more than the 123 points tallied by last year's
squad .
In the meantime, the defense, with nine
starters returning, including all-America candidate Franklin Jeffries at safety, will be the
backbone of the team, especially in the
early games.
Jeffries, a 6-2, 185 pound junior, last year
was in on 96 tackles (50 solo), intercepted 8
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passes, broke up 6 others, recovered 2
fumbles, and scored 2 touchdowns. He was
first-team all-conference last season, the
Tigers' first player to be so honored in the last
six years.
Blackstone calls Jefferies '' one of the top
defensive backs in the CIAA, and perhaps
in NCAA Division II."
Other defensive starters back include
Chris Corprew (So., 6-2, 210, end), Chris
Stevenson (Jr., 6-0, 200, end), John Clarke
(So., 6-3, 205, end), Levelle Sears (Jr., 5-11,
215, tackle), Raymond Daniels (Sr., 5-9, 225,
middle guard), Hugh Drew (Jr., 6-1, 200,
linebacker), AnthonyWilliams(Sr., 6-0, 185,
cornerback), and Steve Scott (Jr., 6-2, 200,
cornerback).
According to Blackstone, Scott is one of
the best players in the conference. "He's our
best hitter. When he hits you, you're down,"
he said.
As a whole, this group will have to make
up for the loss of Mike Mizelle, who was allCIAA for two seasons and the Tigers' leading
tackler for three of his four years in
Lawrenceville, and Juan Newby, who
trailed only Mizelle in tackles.
They are capable and following spring
drills Blackstone said, "The defensive secondary looked especially strong.''
In charge of the Saint Paul defense for the
past two years, Blackstone is familiar with the
personnel and the defensive schemes.
As the all-time leading rusher at Fairmont
State (W. Va.), he has experience on offense.
Prior to coming to Saint Paul, Blackstone was
head coach at Salem (W. Va.) College where
he compiled a 19-9-2 mark. He will rely on
all of that experience, on both sides of the
ball, to mold his team.
With what he describes as ''the best
recruiting year in many years for Saint
Paul's," one where he signed several
players who can contribute immediately,
Blackstone feels his team has the potential
to better last year's record .

Head Coach Larry Blackstone

GENERAL INFORMATION
LOCATION
Lawrenceville, VA
FOUNDED
1888
COLORS
Orange/Black
ENROLLMENT
760
AFFILIATION
NCAA Division II
PRESIDENT
De Marvin Scott
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR
Joseph Thompson
SPORTS INFORMATION
James Brown
DIRECTOR
Herman Sawyer
ASSISTANT COACHES
Elmus MOfgan

DATE
S
6
13
20
27
0
4
11
18
25
N
1
8

1986 SCHEDULE
OPPONENT
Norfolk State
at North Carolina Central
at Newport News Apprentice
at Virginia State
at James Madison
at Virginia Union
Elizabeth City State
at Bridgewater College
Livingstone College
at Hampton University

1985 RESULTS
(2-8-0)
SPC
0
13
6
10
0

49
0
33

9
3

Norfolk State
North Carolina Central
Delaware State
Virginia State
Virginia Union
Bowie State
Bizabeth City State
Bridgewater College
Livingstone College
Hampton University

OPP
34

36
46
22
7
15
17
0

20
15

SAVANNAH STATE
COLLEGE
"Tigers"
(SIAC)

Bill Davis came to Savannah State from
South Carolina State where he was the
school's all-time winningest coach and had
oneof the better records (53-25-1) in NCAA
Division I-AA. His teams averaged eight wins
ayear, won four MEAC championships, and
made three post-season appearances. For
that, Davis received several local and
regional honors, and twice was named
Sheridan Broadcasting Network National
Coach-of-the-Year.
At South Carolina State Davis inherited a
winning program, one that had suffered
only two losing seasons since 1962. At
Savannah State, however, he faces the
challenge of trying to resurrect a program
that sank to 2-9 last season.
The good news for Tiger fans looking for
aquickturn-around is that, left with a full cupboard when Willie Jeffries departed Carolina
for Howard, Davis' first five Bulldog teams
were winners, with his '80 and '81 teams
posting back-to-back ten win campaigns.
The bad news is that his last two teams were
notas fortunate, with his '84 squad being the
first South Carolina State team to endure a
losing season in over a decade.
Although he doesn't have the show horses
that his long-time friend and boss (Jeffries)
left behind in 1979, among the Tigers' three
returning offensive starters is a
th?roughbred . Casey Grigley, a senior
tailback, was the team 's leading rusher last
season when he galloped for over 800 yards
andsixtouchdowns. Behind him, however,
are Brian Vickers (181 yards) and Jeff Davis
(1 79 yards), so the pasture could be a little
greener.
Gone is last year's quarterback, Melvin
~!Iiams who threw for 709 yards, leaving the
Job to Vincent Stevens who was 31 of 78 for
391 yards and one touchdown. Stevens,
however, had eight passes intercepted .

Ronald Day, the Tigers' second-best pass
catcher is back, but last year he only caught
9 passes for 145 yards and one touchdown.
After him S-State will depend upon Hercules
Hunter (12 x 141 , no TD's), Ricky Hanton (7
x 116, 0), Jeff Davis (14 x 107, 0), and Anthony Barney (8 x 100, 0). While as a group
they have accounted for some yardage
through the air, individually there doesn't appear to be any stallions among Savannah's
stable of receivers.
Expected to be the work horses in Davis'
defensive herd this season are Jerry
Williams, the team's second-best tackler last
year (77 total , 48 unassisted), Ernest Earls
(50 tackles, 34 solo), and Sam Washington
(46 and 28). Others listed as key returnees
include Timmy Medlock (40, 30), Kenny Tate
(36, 26) , and Norman Jenkins (17, 9).
Gerald Jones averaged 38.7 yards a punt
as a freshman last year so that phase of the
Tigers' game is in good hands, err feet.
Henry Johnson, a senior, will again return
kick-offs (7 .5 average), and Day will run back
punts (26.6 average).
Last year the numbers told the story.
Savannah State gave up almost twice as
many points (260) as it scored (137). They
rushed for 78 first downs but gave up 113
first downs on the ground, passed for 44 but
allowed 52 through the air, and all told accumulated 141 first downs but gave up 176.
The Tigers were outrushed by 67 yards a
game, and trailed in total offense by 87 yards
a contest. They gave up 12 touchdown
passes, but managed only three themselves.
All of that translates into a 2-9 record , 2-4
conference.
If Davis and Savannah State are to chalk
up a few more victories this season, t~e~ will
have to improve in these stat1st1cal
categories. The question is, do they have the
horses, err Tigers, to do it?

Head Coach BIii Davis

GENERAL INFORMATlON
LOCATION
Savannah. GA
FOUNDED
1890
COLORS
Orange/Blue
ENROLLMENT
1,800
AFFILIATION
NCAA Division II
PRESIDENT
Of. Wendell G. Rayburn
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR
John H. Myles
SPORTS INFORMATION
DIRECTOR
Lee Grant Pearson
ASSISTANT COACHES

1986 SCHEDULE

DATE

s
0

N

6

13
20
4
11
18
25
1
8
15

OPPONENT
Bowie State
at Tuskegee
AlabamaA&M
at Morris Brown
Georgia Southwestern
at Clark College
Morehouse (HC)
at Valdosta State
Fort Valley State
at Albany State

1985 RESULTS
(2-&-0)

SSC
10

17
22
6

14
28
9
14
0
10
7

Tuskegee University
AlabamaA&M
Univ. of North Alabama
Morris Brown
Georgia Southwestern
Oark College
Morehouse College
Univ. of D.C.
Fort Valley State
Albany State
Unrv. of Central Florida

OPP
14
28
43

0
30
19
14
15
29
37
31

SOUTH CAROLINA
STATE
"Bulldogs"
(MEAC)

After winning 94 of 124 (76%) games from
1972-1983, South Carolina State has now
suffered through losing seasons (9-12-1) the
past two years , including a 5-6 mark last
year.
The task of turning around the SCS program now belongs to Dennis Thomas, the
Bulldogs' first-year coach who came from
Alcorn State where he was assistant head
coach and defensive coordinator.
He inherits a good offense, with eight returning starters, including two senior quarterbacks capable of starting . Charles Glaze, a
6-0, 190 pound option-quarterback has
been the Bulldogs' total offense leader the
last two years , both times making honorable
mention all-conference. He passed for 933
yards and 6 touchdowns last season and
added 491 yards and 7 TD 's on the ground ,
for an average of 130 yards a game. His
1440 yards of total offense last year was third
best in MEAC.
Some people are surprised that Glaze, the
incumbent, is being pushed by Roscoe
Darnell (6-1 , 185), the team 's passing leader
(958 yards and 9 touchdowns) last year.
Darnell's 102 per game combined passing
and running yards gave the Bulldogs two
players among the conference 's top six in
total offense.
Junior James Miller, a 5-9 , 165 pound
tailback, gained 95.8 yards a game last
season , .4 of a yard behind MEAC rushing
champion Terrance Hoover (Delaware
State). Miller averaged 8.2 yards per carry,
again trailing only Hoover, the circu it's
leader. He rushed for 766 yards and four
touchdowns, before being injured and missing the team 's final three games.
''We 're going to depend on the things that
we do bestto win, and that's running the football," stated Thomas, who wants to do it,
though , with more trap blocking . He said
South Carolina State will pass if they improve
to the point where they feel comfortable with
it, but until then , they'll keep the ball on the
ground. Although there are a lot of teams that
would love to have two quarterbacks who
totaled 1891 yards through the air, it sounds
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like Thomas is leaning toward Glaze to run
the offense, no pun intended. Anthony
Burgess, a 6 foot, 229 pound senior, is the
fullback.
The offensive line, which lost only one
starter, will be anchored, according to a SCS
sports information release, by seniors Roy
Ferguson (5-10, 295), honorable mention
last year at tackle but since moved to guard,
center Gary Bridges (6-3, 250), who was
second-team all-MEAC last year, and guard
Harley Griffin (6-2, 260). If those are the
anchors, look out, because that still leaves
massive Rusty Hinton, a 6-5, 307 pound
senior tackle who was second-team allconference last season.
Tight end and wide receiver are solid with
Robert Tyler, a 6-5, 253 pound junior, and
Eric Smith , a 5-10, 178 pound sophomore.
South Carolina State scored 27 .1 points a
game last season , their best offensive output
since they tallied 28.5 a contest in 1981 . They
had a losing season , however, because the
defense gave up more points (299) than any
SCS team since 1960.
" Our defense will be totally different,"
stated Thomas, who switched from a basic
4-4 to a multiple defense. " The change ... is
designed to set the tempo. I believe in an aggressive , attacking , physical-type defense .
We want to make our opponents adjust."
Six starters return , led by big John Bates
(6-2 , 261) who made first-team all conference last year as a freshman , and
second-teamers James Carmichael (sr., 6-3,
225, linebacker) and Dwayne Harper Gr.,
5-10, 163, cornerback). Others counted on
for help are Javan Ross Qr. , 6-5 , 258, tackle) ,
Eddie Smith (sr., 6-3 , 225 , linebacker) and
Wesley McGriff (soph. , 5-9 , 188, safety).
South Carolina State , traditionally-tough
on defense, is not up to its standards for the
third straight year. There is promise in the
defensive line, but not much experience, and
linebacking , long a strength of the Bulldogs,
is lacking. The defensive secondary is
steady. The running game is explosive , offensive line big but inconsistent, kicking game
good , and coaching staff completely new.

Head Coach Dennis Thomas

GENERAL INFORMATION
LOCATION
Orangeburg, SC
FOUNDED
1896
COLORS
GarneUBlue
ENROLLMENT
4,185
AFFILI ATION
NCAA Division 1-AA
PRESIDENT
Or. Albert E. Smith
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR
Dr. Willis C. Ham
SPORTS INFORMATION
DIRECTOR
BiH Hamilton
ASSISTANTCOACHES Oliver"Buddy" Pough
Thomas Saxon
James Ragland
George Suggs
Daryl McNeil

DATE

s

6
20
27

0

4

N

11
25
1
8

15
22

1986 SCHEDULE
OPPONENT
at Furman
at North Carolina A&T
Howard University
Alcorn State
Morgan State (HC)
at Florida A&M
at Delaware State
Virginia Union
Grambling State
at Georgia Southern

1985 RESULTS

(5-6-0)

scsc
21
31
20
51
27
24
14
36
32
13
30

Murray State
Furman
Delaware State
North Carolina A&T
Howard
Alcorn State
Morgan State
Bethune-Cookman
Virginia Union
Grambling State
Georgia Southern

OPP
35
38
38

14
21
38

10
45
7

10
43

00

SOUTHERN
UNIVERSITY
"Jaguars"
{SWAC)

Entering his sixth season at Southern
University, Head Coach Otis Washington is
planning to loosen up his offense in an effort
to improve upon last year's 6-5 finish, 3-4 in
SWAC.
".. .What we're going to try to do offensively
is basically try to open up a little more, throw
the ball a little more, and try to add some
variety to the offense ... ," stated Washington .
How effective that offense is will be dependent to a large extent upon Alij Tapp, a 6-1 ,
180 pound junior quarterback. A returning
starter, Tapp completed 57 of 129 passes
(44%) last season for 953 yards and 8
touchdowns. His longest pass completion
was 91yards against Jackson State. He had
8 passes picked off. But with Tapp's experience and versatility, Washington feels
that hehas someone he can build his offense
around.
"With Tapp at quarterback, we feel we
havesomeone who is equally adept running
the football as he is at throwing it," stated
Wci.shington in the Jaguars' Spring prospectus. "We want to take advantage of his ability. You could say we 're trying to come up
with an all-purpose offense to go with an allpurpose quarterback."
Southern also returns its leading rusher,
junior tailback Ronald Scott, an all-SWAG
second-team selection last season at fullback
when he averaged 4.4 yards a carry and
rushed for 67 4 yards. A multi-purpose performer, Scott, 6-0, 21 0, also returned 17 kickoffs for 492 yards and was on the receiving
end of 27 passes, good for 217 yards. He
averaged 28.9 yards a kick-off return and 8
yards a catch.
With Tapp and Scott, the Jaguars should
have a balanced attack. "What we want to
do is have people defend us,'' explained
Wa.shington, "instead of having us taking
what they give us."

The Jaguar defense is anchored by Rufus
Porter , a 6-3 , 215 pound linebacker who
made first-team all-SWAG as a junior. Last
year Porter proved to be a one-man wrecking crew as he led the team in tackles (107,
67 unassisted), sacks (8) , and recovered
fumbles (3).
All of Southern's down linemen return , led
by Mitch Livings, a 6-4, 255 pound senior
tackle who made the SWAG second team
last season . He had 67 tackles and his 6
sacks trailed only Porter on the team . Also
back are 6-0, 240 pound senior nose guard
Reginald Frank and 6-3, 250 pound senior
tackle Anthony Hudson, giving the Jaguars
a veteran defensive line.
Two starters return in the secondary.
Michael Ball , a 6-2, 205 pound senior cornerback, led the team with 12 pass break-ups
and tied for the most interceptions with 3.
Toren Robinson , a 5-11 , 180 pound senior
strong safety, intercepted 3 passes, batted
away 7 more, and was in on 80 tackles.
Lance Hughes, who averaged 40.8 yards
for 8 kicks with a long of 56 yards, is back as
the Jaguar punter. Placekicking chores will
be handled by Thomas Routt, who last year
converted his only two extra point attempts
but missed his lone field goal try.
All told, Southern returns 14 starters (6 on
offense, 8 on defense) and 35 lettermen (14
on offense, 19 on defense).
"We feel we've got the people and the
depth," explains 'Nc:lsh ington. "It's just a matter of us staying away from injuries."
Southern opens against Delaware State.
Washington , remembering last year's 46-8
loss to the Hornets said, ''our work is cut out
for us from the start with Delaware
State ... (they're) proven winners ... To open up
with a win versus that club will give the team
a great start going into the rest of the
season."

Head Coach Otis Washington, Jr.
GENERAL INFORMATION
LOCATION
Baton Rouge. LA
FOUNDED
1880
COLORS
Blue/Gold
ENROLLMENT
9.500
AFFILIATION
NCAA 1-AA
PRESIDENT
D, Jotfre T. Whisenton
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR
Manno H. Casem
SPORTS INFORMATION
DIRECTOR
Kevin O"Keefe
ASSISTANT COACHES
Greg Blache
Ronald Cheatham

Tony Cume
Lloyd Robtnson
Joe Clark
Bob Bennett
John Hendrick

Derek Price

1986 SCHEDULE

DATE OPPONENT
30 Delaware State
A
(Shreveport)
s 13 Alabama State
20 at Texas Southern
27 Prairie View A&M (HC)
4 Miss Valley State
0
11 at Nicholls State
18 Jackson State
25 at Aloorn State
1 at Tennessee State
N
15 Florida A&M
29 Grambling State
(New Orleans)

1985 RESULTS
(6-5-0)

OPP

SU

7
35
22
14
25
9

13
13
8
38
12

Miss. Valley State
Alabama State
Texas Southern
Prairie View A&M
Nicholis State
Jackson State
Alcorn State
Tennessee State
Delaware State
FlondaA&M
Grambling State

28
14
14
12
22
27
23
10
46

27
29

47

TENNESSEE STATE
UNIVERSITY
"Tigers"

(OVC)

Tennessee State finished last year 7-4, but
to improve on that third year coach Bill
Thomas will have to find answers for a
number of positions designated with question marks, the result of key departures.
Begin with quarterback, where Thomas
must replace Gilbert Renfroe who threw for
2492 yards and 15 touchdowns. "At this
point we have three quarterbacks waiting in
the wings," stated offensive coordinator
Sylvester Collins. "They are athletes with
intelligence and skills, and they have performed well in practice, but now it's time for
the leader of the pack to step forward."
The three quarterbacks are sophomores
Stacy Greer (6-4, 189), Leon Garrington (6-2,
175), and Chauncey Hines (6-2, 170). The
problem is that, Greer, the most experienced, only threw eight passes last year,
completing four. A straight drop-back passer
with an average arm, he reads defenses well.
To complicate the issue, Garrington is the
best runner of the group, and Hines the best
passer.
However, Tennessee State signed Ben
Brown (6-3, 185), a blue-chipper from
Shreveport, who threw for 46 touchdowns
and over 4000 yards to move ahead of Terry
Bradshaw (Pittsburg Steelers) and trail only
Phil Simms (New York Giants) in the
Louisiana high school record book.
"Greer is still the front-runner, but Coach
Thomas indicated that Brown will play as a
freshman ," stated sports information director Kindell Stephens. The real key is finding
a line that can protect the quarterback, who
ever he is, until he can mature. ''That will take
two or three games at least," said Stephens.
Thomas has established that as his first
priority, trying to replace three starters. Last
year the line relied on finesse, but Thomas
wants more intimidation this year. Leading
candidates are 6-3, 240 pound senior center
Alvin Street, 6-5, 266 pound tackle Wade
Strickland, and 6-2, 230 pound guard Keith
Tarver. Others in the tigerfight are John Elder
(6-3, 255, center), Tommy Faison (6-3, 230,
guard), James Braden (6-1, 240, guard), and
Allif Dove (6-3, 240, guard). "The hitters will
be the starters,'' says Thomas.
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Tennessee State also lost its top rusher,
Marlon Johnson (543 yards), so the line must
help spring returning running backs Steve
Griffin (358) and Robert Brannon (321), since
they had long runs of only 13 yards and 21
yards, respectively. Both can catch the ball
out of the backfield , as can fullback Quinton
Crawford.
The question remains, can TSU establish
a running attack? On the other hand, Bart
Evans, a 6 foot, 180 pound wide receiver
with 4.4 speed but who was hampered by
injuries last year, is a bona fide deep threat
in the Tigers' pass-oriented offense. Steve
Holloway (6-3, 225) is the tight end.
The Tigers' strength is team defense,
especially in the secondary where all starters
return. Carl McAfee, a Sporting News allAmerican who led the team in tackles (82)
and was second in interceptions (4), is the
strong safety. Other starters should be 6-2,
185 pound Robert Hall (60 tackles, 2 interceptions), 6 foot 175 pound Roger
Holmes (32 tackles, team-high 6 interceptions), and 5-9, 175 pound Albert Thomas
(38 tackles, 2 interceptions).
The outside linebackers, 3-year starter
Onzy Elam and 2-year starter Bryan Williams,
will be tough. Elam, who had 78 tackles, including 6 quarterback sacks, ''is truly an allAmerican candidate," said Stephens. " He's
very active out there."
The inside linebackers, however, will be inexperienced. Fighting for those positions are
Mike Lewis, Fred Robinson, and Rod Reed ,
the latter the son of former TSU all-American,
Robert Reed, Sr.
Projected starters in the line are Lawrence
Mims (6-0, 235), Harold Turks (6-3, 235),
Marlon Dean (6-4, 220), and Charles
Buchannon (6-4, 240). According to defensive coordinator Craig Gilliam, "this (entire)
group must gell as a unit" if they hope to
match the accomplishments of last year's
group, which ranked fifth nationally in total
defense (277 .1 yards yielded per game).
And if the Tigers hope to match or better their
7-4 record of a year ago.

Head Coach Wllllam "BIii" Thomas

GENERAL INFORMATION
LOCATION
FOUNDED
COLORS
ENROLLMENT
AFFILIATION
PRESIDENT
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR
SPORTS INFORMATION
DIRECTOR
ASSISTANT COACHES

Nashville, TN
1912
Blue/White
8,200
NCAA 1-AA
Otis L. Floyd
Howard Gentry, Sr.

Kindel Stephens
Sylvester Collins
Craig Giliam

Jesse James
Louis Harris
Mark Orlando
Fred Sumrall
Alvin "Cat" Coleman

1986 SCHEDULE
DATE OPPONENT
A
30 al Morris Brown
s
6 Middle Tenn State
13 Jackson State
27 RoridaA&M
0
4 East Texas State
11 at Grambling
18 Western Kentucky (HC)
25 at Morgan State
N
1 Southern University
8 al Bethune-Cookman
22 AlabamaA&M

1985 RESULTS

(8-4-0)
TSU

31
17

44
12
13
24
26
21
10
24
24

OPP
North Carolina A&T
Western Kentucky
Jackson State
RoridaA&M
Miss. Valley State
Grambling State
Tennessee Tech
Morgan State
Southern
Bethune-Cookman
AlabamaA&M

15
22

31
0
28
31
13
0
13
17

14

TEXAS SOUTHERN
UNIVERSITY
"Tigers"
(SWAC)

In two years, Lionel Taylor 's Texas
Southern Tigers are 6-16, 1-6 last year for a
seventh place finish in the Southwest Athletic
Conference. To reverse those numbers,
maybe what Taylor needs are some players
who can play the game the way he could .
Taylor, after all, became one of the prolific
pass catchers in the American Football
League, when in seven seasons he set the
standards by which future AFL receivers
would be judged. When he concluded his
playing career in 1967, after setting 11
Denver Bronco team records, he was the
AFL's all-time leading receiver with 563
catches for 7105 yards, and 51 touchdowns.
The receivers, perhaps fittingly, will be instrumental in any about-face by Taylor's
Tigers.
Darrell Colbert (sr., 5-11 , 175) and Donald
Narcisse (sr., 5-10, 175), called " the best
wide-outs in the nation last year" in a Texas
Southern football fact sheet, are the team 's
top two receivers and they both return .
Colbert caught 54 passes for 730 yards (13.5
average)and 9touchdowns, while Narcisse
grabbed 63 tosses for 699 yards (11 .1
average) and 5 TD's.
"Colbert is well-rounded with good hands
and excellent moves," said Taylor, who is
guarded concerning comments on his
players and team. " He gets the most out of
his ability."
He said Narcisse has the best hands on
theteam, is the best blocker among the wide
receivers, and is a hard worker.
The problem, though, is whether Taylor
has someone who can get the ball into their
hands. The Tigers lost their top quarterback,
Johnny Cole (158completionsoutof 317 attempts for 1964 yards and 14 touchdowns),
leaving Sean Cook (35 out of 102, 387 yards,
3 TD's) as the only returning QB with any
game experience.
"He'syoung," said Taylor, of the 6-2, 185
pound sophomore, but he has a strong arm
and he's a fighter. Taylor said there are six
quarterback prospects among the freshmen
crop so the position is still wide open.

Whoever is at quarterback should enjoy
good protection from an offensive line that is
big and quick. Up front will be two allAmerican nominees, Kenneth Munson Or. ,
6-4, 280, tackle) and Michael Guirdy (sr., 6-5,
250, guard) and one all-conference candidate, Tommy Thompson (sr., 6-3, 260,
tackle).
All Taylor would say about Munson is that
he needs work on technique and he's
overweight. "He's got to lose about 25
pounds," he said. " Make sure you print
that." About the three as a group Taylor said,
" enough has been said already. Letthem do
something now."
Nathaniel Johnson (sr. , 6-2 , 195), the
team 's leading rusher last season when he
picked up 565 yards (4.1 a carry), also
returns. "He got those yards on one leg,"
Taylor said, explaining that Johnson had a
bad knee last year. "He's got a lot of speed
and good size. His future is ahead of him. It's
unusual to say that about a senior, but in his
case it's true. It all depends on how
dedicated he is."
Texas Southern's other strengths are at
linebacker, where 6-3, 230 pound Darren
Flourney is listed as an all-American possibility, and the punting game where Curtis
Moody, who last season averaged 44.4
yards a kick, with a long of 66 yards, is an allAmerican.
Expected weaknesses, in addition to
quarterback, are at tight end and in the
defensive line. Warren Bone, who played
tight end last year, has been swi_
tched to
defensive end , leaving a hole at his former
position . The defensive line will be aggressive, but young.
.
.
In sum, two outstanding wide receivers will
be of limited value if they don 't have a
quarterback to get ~hem th~ b~II . Along_wi~h
the other shortcomings, this will make 1t difficult for Taylor to flip-flop last year's won-lost
ledger. Some progress, however, can be
expected.

Head Coach Lionel Taylor
GENERAL INFORMATION
LOCATION
Houston, TX
FOUNDED
1947
COLORS
Maroon/Gray
ENROLLMENT
8,000
AFFILIATION
NCAA 1·M
PRESIDENT
De Leonard 0 . Spearman
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR
l.Jonel Taylor
SPORTS INFORMATION
Nathaniel Scott
DIRECTOR
Charles Cowan
ASSISTANT COACHES
Gerald McEldowney
Ben McGee
Albert Quarles
Robert Hurter
Paul Bowens

1986 SCHEDULE

DATE OPPONENT
1 Prairie VieN A&M
s
(Astrodome)
6 al Texas A&I
13 al Angelo State
20 Southern University
27 al Alabama State
(Mobile)
4 Sam Houston State (HC)
0
11 al Aloorn State
25 Miss Valley State
1 Grambling State
N
8 al Jackson State
15 al Bishop College

1985 RESULTS
(1-10-0)

TSU
19
20
12
14
14
7
13
6
49
6
7

Prame VifM
Lamar University
Stephen F. Austin
Southern University
Alabama State
Texas A&I University
Alcorn State
Angelo State
MISS. Valley State
Grambhng State
Jackson State

OPP
7
32
55
22
24
45
36
21
59
30

28

49

TUSKEGEE
UNIVERSITY
"Tigers"
(SIAC)

Tuskegee University is the all-time winningest football team (426 victories) in NCAA
Division 11, but that ranking will soon be in
jeopardy if the losses keep piling up as they
have over the past several years. The
Golden Tigers were 3-6-1 last season when
they fielded one of the nation's youngest
squads, with more than fifty freshmen on
their roster .
The best thing about freshmen is that they
become sophomores, so the year's experience should begin to pay dividends.
Moreover, with eighteen starters, including
five all-conference selectees and one preseason all-American candidate, things could
be on an upswing in Tigerland. Tuskegee
lost only four lettermen, but those included
all-conference performers Dale Holmes (split
end) and Wendell Washington (offensive
guard) , and the team's leading tackler
(James Lewis).
Still , a fine nucleus returns, led by junior
Tracy Miller, a 6-2, 195 pound first-team allsIAC free safety with all-American potential.
He had 81 tackles (49 solo) , one fumble
recovery, and 8 interceptions, the latter tieing him for second place in NCAA Division
II last year. He returned the interceptions for
122 yards (15.2 average), had one quarterback sack, and broke up 8 passes. He will
get ample defensive support from first-team
all-SIAC linebacker Kenneth Jordan Or., 6-2,
220) and second-team nose tackle Leon
Crenshaw (sophomore, 6-2, 260). Jordan
was in on a team-high 74 tackles (tied with
Lewis), but he got his in seven games,
whereas it took Lewis ten. Crenshaw was
credited with 45 tackles, 31 of which were
solo, four sacks, and one fumble recovery.
Help should also come from senior
linebacker Kenneth Jeffries (6-2, 210), who
made the all-SIAC Academic Team (76
tackles, 46 solos, 4 sacks , 1 fumble
recovery); 6-1 , 200 pound junior linebacker
Jackie Wilson (47 tackles and a team-leading
8 sacks); 5-11 , 180 pound sophomore
defensive back Bruce Johnson (24 tackles,
19 solo, 4 interceptions); 6-2, 260 pound
sophomore defensive end Patrick McCall;
and sophomore transfer Larry Parharm.
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Quarterback Tony Carroll, who completed
87 out of 181 passes for 1322 yards and nine
touchdowns, is back to trigger the offense.
He made second-team all-SIAC as a
sophomore when his passing efficiency
ranked among the top twenty in Division II.
He averaged 15 yards per completion and
had seven passes picked off. Carroll will be
throwing to 6-1, 180 pound junior Richard
Beavers (9 catches for 237 yards and 3
touchdowns) and a couple of little-used
receivers, junior Walter Zanders and
sophomore Marc Fulton.
With the loss of Holmes (37 catches for 577
yards and 4 TD's), this area is suspect, as is
running back where last year's leading
rusher, sophomore Sedrick Jefferson, only
managed 298 yards (29.8 yards a game, 2
touchdowns). Next came sophomore Leroy
Berry (248 yards, 24.8 yards a game, no
TD's), followed by junior Calvin Close (148
yards, 2 TD's). It is hoped that sophomores
Rosselle Daniels, Bernard Talps, and Steven
James, all seldom-used last year, can churn
out some real estate.
So unless they can come up with a
respected running attack, Carroll, in addition
to working with unproven ends, will likely see
his share of blitzes. Sometimes that can
make for long afternoons.
Jefferson did make the all-conference first
team as a kick returner when he brought
back 19 for 323 yards (17 yards per return)
and 13 punts for 120 yards (9 .2 average). He
is versatile as he also rushed 52 times (5.7
yards per carry), caught 29 passes for 219
yards (7.5 yards per catch), threw two
passes for 44 yards, and scored four
times-two by rushing, one by pass reception, and one on a punt return.
The Tigers will again be young, but a bit
more experienced this time around. Coach
James Martin feels he had a banner
recruiting year, so people who follow
Tuskegee are cautiously optimistic that the
jungle cats can turn the corner and get the
program back to where it was during the
glory years.

Head Coach James Martin

GENERAL INFORMATION
LOCATION
Tuskegee. AL
FOUNDED
1881
COLORS
Old Gold/Crimson
ENROLLMENT
3,296
AFFILIATION
NCAA Division II
PRESIDENT
Dr. Berjamin F. Payton
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR
Dr. Howard Davis
SPORTS INFORMATION
DIRECTOR
Arnold Houston
Henry Hdbert
ASSISTANT COACHES
Whitney Van aeve

Broderick Jones
Leatrice Briscoe
Frankie Smith

WilianBeR
Michael Wiliams

1986 SCHEDULE
DATE OPPONENT
s
6 at Florida A&M
13 Savannah State
20 Morris Brown
27 at Clark College
0
11 at Albany State
18 at Morehouse
{Columbus)
N
1 at Fort Valley State
8 Miles College
15 Alabama A&M (HC)
27 at Alabama State

1985 RESULTS
(3-6-1)

TU

14
9
34
13
3
6

3
39
21
0

OPP
Savannah State
Morris Brown
Clark
Albany State
Morehouse
RoridaA&M
Fort Valley State
Miles
AlabamaA&M
Alabama State

10
19
9

20
3
34

28
7
35

21

VIRGINIA STATE
UNIVERSITY
"Trojans"
(CIAA)

Virginia State Coach George Moody says
that the teams to beat this year in the CIAA
are Hampton, the defending champions,
Norfolk State, and Winston-Salem . "But
we've been on the fringe of the CIAA
Northern Division Championship for the past
twoyears when we lost it in the last game of
the season," he said , " so it's about time to
win rr."
The Hornets beat Norfolk State and
Winston-Salem last year when they finished
3-3-1 in the conference and 4-5-1 overall .
"We beat the big teams (except Hampton)
last year, but lost to the little ones,' ' explained Moody.
Whether VSU gets to the top this year or
not,says Moody, will depend upon "the ability of the Trojan offense to be more consistent
and put points on the board , and the
development of the freshmen ."
Most-likely directing the offense will be
senior Marshall Trotter, a 6-1, 185 pound
southpaw quarterback who Moody says
"throws afootball like other people throw wall
darts. He has a strong arm and he's very accurate." Trotter also led the league in punting
(41 .5 yards a kick) two years ago.
Backing Trotter up will be Sam Taylor, a
5-11, 200 pound junior who can either run
or pass. What he lacks, however, is Trotter's
game experience and leadership ability.
Tailback Van Allen (Sr., 5-10, 180) is also
being counted on to add punch to the
Trojan offense. A break-away back who can
run (4.3 forty) and catch passes out of the
backfield, Allen rushed for more than 500
yards last season .
Trotter and Allen will be operating behind
an offensive line headed by big Darryl
Br?wn, Virginia State's 6-5, 290 pound manchild, at tackle. When talking about Brown ,
Moody simply exclaimed, "oh, man! He
made all-CIM Northern Division last year as
afreshman. He's an excellent pass and run
blocker. He 's our only return ing allconference player, so needless to say, we're

depending an awfully lot on him to hold
down the fort.''
For now, though, the well is pretty dry after
that. "We're going to have to find three
linemen from the frosh we have coming in,"
explained Moody. "But based on the quality of our freshmen, atthis point I don't foresee
that as a major weakness.'' The people who
will fill those holes will come from among the
following rookies: Steve Cooper (6-2, 240 ,
guard), Derrick Glover (6-2, 245, guard),
William Howell (6-3, 235, guard), Deandre
Neal (6-2, 290, center), Wayne Harris (6-3,
245, tackle), Lawrence Holland (6-3, 245,
tackle), Robert Timmons (6-3, 310, tackle),
and Kerwin Whatley (6-3, 267, tackle).
Still, despite the inexperience in the front
wall, Moody said that " as of right now, our
offense is a little ahead of our defense, but
if it's anything like in the past, by the first
game our defense will be our strength."
Defense has been the Trojans' strong area
for the last three or four years. Moody says
he misses two-time all-American James
Ward (6-5, 270 pound defensive end) and
first-team all-conference tackle Rudy Goodwine (6-2, 275). "I'm crying . I'll tell you. They
were tough ," he said.
But he still has defensive back Kevin Hall
(Sr., 6-2, 190) and nose guard MacKenzie
Harris (Sr., 6-1, 255) .
"Hall is a good pass defender and he's
tough on the run," Moody said . " The pros
are looking at him highly.' '
Regarding Harris, Moodystatad, "he'sthe
team leader. He's one of the hardest working players on our team."
So, if Virginia State is to finally get over th_e
hump this year, they'l~need Hall and Hams
to keep the defense humming, Trotter and
Allen to get the offense perking , and a tew
of the incoming offensive linemen t~ do ng~t
away some of the things that they did to their
opponents in high school.
If that doesn't happen, it could be another
.
I
story of-close, but no cigar.

Head Coach George Moody

GENERAL INFORMATION

LOCATION
Pet8fsburg, VA
FOUNDED
1882
COLORS
Orange/Blue
ENROLLMENT
3,800
AFFILIATION
NCAA DMSKJn II
CHANCELLOR
(),: Wilbert Greenfield
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR Wilham " Pete" Bennen
SPORTS INFORMATION
DI RECTOR
TBA
ASSISTANT COACHES
Pernell S.mms
Morgan Faison
Ben Eaton
John Green

1986 SCHEDULE
DATE OPPONENT
6 at Winston-Salem State
13 at Cheyney University
(Philadelphia)
20 at Fayetteville State
27 Saint Paul's
4 at Elizabeth City State
0
11 at Johnson C. Smith
18 Howard UniverSJty
1 at Virginia Union
N
8 Norfolk State
15 Hampton UniverSJty

s

1985 RESULTS
(4-5-1)

vsu
17
13
7
22
3
23
7
7
27
0

OPP
Winston-Salem State
Bethune-Cookman
Fayetteville State
Saint Paul 's
Elizabeth Crty State
Johnson C. Smith
Howard
Virginia Union
Norfolk State
Hampton University

7
14
7
10
14
14
17
17
14
23
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VIRGINIA UNION
UNIVERSITY
" Panthers"

(CIAA)

Virginia Union was 6-4 last year and finished third in the conference, but with every
starter on offense coming back, and 10 of 11
on defense, Joe Taylor's Panthers should
move up. "The only starter we lost was
Thomas Chase, out first-team all-conference
safety," said Taylor. "We'll replace him with
Leroy Gause (soph., 6-2, 215) who is a real
hitter."
''Our strengths are that we have a lot of experience and talent on both sides of the ball,"
stated Taylor. "Our weakness is that we are
inconsistent offensively. Last year we had five
games where we scored 50 points or better.
This year we want eleven games where we
score in the 30's."
More specifically, the Panthers' Achilles
heel was at quarterback where they alternated three people. This year they are going
with two, heir apparent William Smith, a 6-0,
180 pound senior who is fundamentally
sound, knows the offense, and who had a
real good spring, and Kenny Jones, a 6-1,
185 pound sophomore transfer from
Howard, who is a little quicker, stronger, and
more of a leader. "We'll be ok with either
one," said Taylor. "Smith will start the
season, but in all likelihood Jones will be the
starter at the end."
Virginia Union, wrrh its 'Wing-T', a running
offense with play-action passing, was effective with Smrrh at the helm last year, averaging over 40 points in the last four games that
he started . "He fakes real well," said Taylor.
At fullback is Andrian Wright (sr., 6-3, 250),
in the words of his coach, a bruising
bulldozer-type runner. "It takes 3 or 4 people to bring him down so he keeps the
defense honest," said Taylor. The second
leading rusher in the conference last season
when he barreled for 810 yards (2500 in
three years) and 8 touchdowns, Wright
wants to close out his career very strong.
Another big man, senior offensive tackle
Ricky Brown (6-4, 295), is a three-year starter
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and first-team all-SIAC. "He's very rugged
and durable," said Taylor. "He's played in
every game since he's been here. The pros
are looking at him as a guard.'' Taylor is also
high on David Moore, a 5-11, 195 pound
sophomore tailback who last year mostly ran
back punts and kick-offs and spelled Greg
Mayo. Moore, who was the prep Player-ofthe-Year in Virginia two years ago when he
was all-state at running back and linebacker,
is untested but has had a good off-season
and spring. "He shows real promise and he
definitely has potential," stated Taylor. "He's
hard to bring down."
Brown may be big, but not next to Paul
Jones, the Panthers' 6-5, 360 pound defensive tackle who bench presses 475 pounds.
"He runs a legitimate 5.4 forty and he's
mobile for a man his size," said Taylor about
the man-child the pros want down to 330
pounds. Outside linebacker Mendal Wilkinson (6-1, 195, sr.) was second-team SIAC last
year. "He's so intense," said Taylor. "That's
his strength, plus he's a 3.0 student who
doesn't make any mental lapses out there.
He's one of our leaders." Other defensive
stalwarts are cornerback David Banks (sr.,
5-10, 175), defensive end William Colley (sr.,
6-4, 250), and defensive back Michael Brim
(soph., 6-1, 170). "Banks was overlooked
last season," said Taylor. "This should be his
year."
"Next to Jones, Colley is the second
strongest guy on the team and he runs a 4.8
forty, and Brim (4.35 forty) is the fastest guy
on the team," stated Taylor. Brim also had
5 interceptions, returning one 75 yards for a
touchown in a 55-6 win over Elizabeth City.
Taylor says Hampton, the defending conference champions, and Norfolk State, are
the teams to beat. '' But we should be
somewhere near those top two," he said.

Head Coach Joe Taylor

GENERAL INFORMATION
LOCATION
Richmond, VA
FOUNDED
1865
COLORS
Steel Gray/Maroon
ENROLLMENT
1,361
AFFILIATION
NCAA DivlSlon II
PRESIDENT
De S. Dalas Simmons
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR
James Battle
SPORTS INFORMATION
DIRECTOR
Monty Knight
ASSISTANT COACHES
RichardMa::on
W~Tdlar
Anthony Leonard

James Braswell
WllieSpence

1986 SCHEDULE
DATE OPPONENT
s
6 Morgan State
13 at Bowie State
20 Hampton University
27 at Livingstone
4 at Kentucky State
0
11 Saint Paul's (HC)
18 Univ. of D.C.
25 at Norfolk State
N
1 Virginia State
8 at South Carolina State
15 at Elizabeth City State

1985 RESULTS

vu
42
55
0
59
12
10
7
7
17

(5-4--0)

OPP
Bowie State
Elizabeth City
Hampton
Kentucky State
Livingstone
Norfolk State
Saint Paul 's
South Carolina State
Virginia State

6
6
31
0
13
16
0
32

7

WINSTON-SALEM
STATE
" Rams"
(CIAA)

r

Winston-Salem returns eleven starters, five
on offense and six on defense, from a team
that last season went 9-2 and won their division. Although they lost several starters, the
Ramsoffense has talent at the skill positions,
at linebacker , and in the defensive
secondary.
At running back, junior Lonnie Pulley and
senior Leonardo Horn together rushed for
over 1000 yards last year. Despite Pulley
having slightly better statistics (524 yards
rushing wtth a long of 76, average of 6 yards
per carry, and 6 touchdowns), Coach Bill
Hayes calls Horn (485 yards rushing with a
long of 62, 5.2 yards per carry average and
4touchdowns) "our bread and butter back.
Horn's more versatile. He runs well inside
and outside, he blocks well, and he's an adequate rece iver. He was first-team all conference." Winston-Salem should be set
at running back, because if there is a difference between the two, it's not much. And
in tandem, they can provide trouble for the
opposition.
At quarterback are sophomore Bobby
Junior and senior Dana Walker. Although a
rookielast season, Junior played more, completing 45 of 117 passes (38%) for 769 yards
and 6 touchdowns. He averaged 17 yards
atoss,just shy of 70 yards a game, and had
6 passes picked off. Walker was 36 of 81
(44%) for 458 yards and 3 TD's. He averaged 12.7 yards a pass, 41 .6 yards a contest, and had 2 of his throws intercepted.
The leading returning receiver is Masha
Paul, ajunior split end who had 19 catches
for 409 yards and 4 touchdowns. Harry
Giles, a 6-6, 220 pound junior, is the tight
end. "He could be great,'' said Hayes. '' He
has exceptional hands, is an excellent
blocker, and is a clutch player."
Barry Turner, a 6-2, 260 pound senior allco~ference center, heads a young and inexperienced offensive line. " He's the leader in
o_ur offensive line," stated Hayes. " He's consistent blocking for the run and the pass.' '
Sophomore tackle Darren Peebles (6-5, 265)

" could be our best down lineman," said
Hayes. " He's strong and fast. He's a complete offensive lineman. " Others being
counted on are Vernard Dillard , Jerry
Maynard, and Eric Heaggins.
The defense will be led by Derrick
Beasley, a 6-2, 205 pound strong safety who
was CIAA Defensive Player-of-the-Year last
season when he intercepted three passes
(and returned them 92 yards), two of them
for touchdowns. "He's in a class by himself
when it comes to coverage," said Hayes.
'' He anticipates so well, he's an excellent hitter, and he has a nose for the football."
Cornerbacks Anthony Blaylock and Ray
Puryear can cover the best receivers,
according to a W-S sports information
release . Blaylock, a 5-11, 185 pound junior
was first-team all-conference, and according
to his coach, plays man-to-man coverage exceptionally well. "He has excellent speed, is
a hitter, and a competitor."
Another first-team all-CIAA, John Coles
(sr., 6-3 , 205), leads a solid linebacking
corps. "He's outstanding," Hayes said .
" He 's strong , runs a 4.65 forty, has good
range, and he's talented . It's very tough to
run on him." Hayes said that 6-2, 215 pound
junior Mark Wallace could be the best returning linebacker in the league. He was
honorable mention last season , but according to Hayes, "should have been first-team
all-conference." The other linebacker is
Angelo Spruill , a senior, and he's rated only
a notch below the others. Newcomers Brian
Caldwell (safety) and little-used Donald
Franks are among the best athletes on the
team .
The kicking game is decent with punter
Vincent Jones (38.9 average) and Tyrone
Smith (6 of 11 field goals, 18 of 31 extra
points).
.
.
.
The weakness this year will be 1n the line,
offensively and defensively. " If we can
develop both of our lines, we'll be a great
team ," states Hayes. "If we can 't, we won't.
It's just that simple."

Head Coach BIii Hayes

GENERAL INFORMATION

LOCATION
FOUNDED
COLORS
ENROLLMENT
AFFILIATION
PRESIDENT
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR
SPORTS INFORMATION
DIRECTOR
ASSISTANT COACHES

Winston-Salem, NC
1892
Scar1et/WMe
2,304
NCAA Division II
aeon Thompson
C. E. Gaines

°'

Fernandez Griffin
Joe Godette
WiJe./ Harris
Melvin Fair
Pete Richardson
Fernandez Griffin
Davie Shepherd

1986 SCHEDULE

DATE
S
6
13
27
0
4
11
18
25
1
N
8
15

OPPONENT
Virginia State
al North Carolina A&T
Hampton University
al North Carolina Central
at Heward University
Fayetteville State
Bowie State (HC)
al Johnson C. Smith
at Elizabeth City State
Livingst011e College

1985 RESULTS

(&-2-0)

wssu
7
34
47
47
12
17
33
14
33
30
7

Virginia State
North Carolina A&T
Hampton
North Carolina Central
Howard
Fayetteville State
Bowie State
JohnSO!l C. Smith
Elizabeth City
Livingstone
HamplO!l
(CIAA Championship)

OPP
7
25
13
14
7
13
0

6
18

6
13
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The Man Behilcl the Heisman
And during the banquet, Jackson was
the recipient of numerous awards, including a key to the city, and informed
that, from now on, the road that intersects
Merritt Street where he grew up, would
be officially known as Bo Jackson
Avenue.
Finally, it was Bo's turn to take the
podium. It was vintage Jackson-Bo at
his very best.
After first giving thanks to God
Almighty (that's where it's at, that's the
ultimate"), Jackson joked and laughed
throughout a crowd-pleasing speech in
which, as he said, he talked straight from
his heart.
"It's my day, and I'm enjoying myself,"
he repeated as he told stories that kept
the crowd in stitches. About when
workers and patients at a hospital went
into an uproar when he walked in with a
fish hook sticking out of his head . That he
doesn't read the sports page because he
doesn't want to see all that bull that's written about him .
How he's currently unemployed , and
with $42.00 in his pocket, he's looking for
a job. " I think I'll pass this around," he
said, referring to a cowboy hat that had
just been given to him. And he kidded
that since it was his day, how he could go
out that night and raise all the hell he
wanted to. "If you want to go with me,
then meet me 10:30 atthe corner of Merritt and Bo Jackson," he quipped , referring to the street moments ago named
after him.
"You didn't know I had all this in me,
did you?" he laughingly said , pointing to
his friends throughout the audience and
calling them by name.
However, at times he became serious.
Looking at the media he said , "I use your
criticism as fuel on my fire. The more you
criticize me, the higher my flame burns.' '
That was an apparent reference to
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(continued from page 8)

writers who questioned his courage
when, due to injuries, he removed
himself from games against Tennessee
and Florida. He, of course, answered his
critics a couple of weeks later when, playing with two broken ribs, he rushed for
142 yards and two touchdowns against
arch-rival Alabama.
His advice to youngsters is to select a
goal. Then put it upon yourself to chase
it. Nothing is impossible.
His own goals, he has said, have
nothing to do with football. "I want to be
successful in whatever I do. If I turn out
to be a bum, I want to be the best bum
on the streets .. .right now I'm in the process of trying to become a man, and I'm
going to be the best man I can be ... I hope
to be a proud father and a good husband ,... and to deal with troubled and
underprivileged kids.' '
With a major in family and childdevelopment, Jackson plans to put his
education to use by opening day care
centers for the young , boys' clubs for
teenagers, and retirement centers for the
elderly.

"The Heisman symbolizes the best
athlete, but my degree will be more important," he has stated. "When I'm done
with sports, I'll still be able to use my
degree for the rest of my life."
Through it all, including the watching
of a film about himself entitled, 'The Road
to the Heisman,' Jackson remained
humble. But he did not answer the question that he's been asked a million times ,
whether he was going to play professional football or baseball.
He has said, however, that money wi ll
play no part in his decision. "I wantto participate in the sport where I can be happiest. Money can't buy happiness and
I've been poor all of my life, so I can 't miss
something that I never had."
Regardless of his choice, it's like
Coach Dye told him, "Bo, I will not question your decision one bit, because I
know you'll do it for the right reasons. ''
As the 51 st recipient of the Heisman
Trophy, Jackson will not be poor much
longer. When he received that award in
New York's Downtown Athletic Club, it
completed his journey from an impoverished background to the top of the
football world .
In addition to being an outstanding
athlete, Jackson is a unique person.
'' Ever since he was little I knew there was
something different about Bo than all my
other children,'' Mrs. Florence Bond ,
Bo's mother, was quoted in the banquet
program ... " I just had a sense that God
had something special in store for him. ''
When he first started playing sports,
some people at McAdory suspected that
Bo would one day make them proud .
And Bo didn 't let them down either.
June 7th , then, was payback day, a
special day for a special person .
Bessemer threw a party for him . And who
says you can never go home again? ■

Why Mtlsn't Satellite Drafted (continued from page 9)
lly over Magnolia Stadium during
M1SS1ssippi Valley football games.
Called the Satellite, in 1984 he triggered
the Delta Devils' potent, pass-happy,
point-a-minute offense to passing and
scoring totals that prior to that were unlhought of, let alone not done. Once Valley
got the ball, the Satellite Express, as they
came to be called, took on the average ,
sIxor seven plays, or about a minute and
ahalf, to score. If you went to the john, or
togetahotdog, you could expect to miss
a touchdown, or several, depending
upon how long the line was.
Ok, with his mind-boggling statistics, if
Totten was that good, why wasn 't he
drafted by the NFL? Or even the USFL?
"Oh,there were different opinions from
the different professional scouts that came
inhere," said Archie Cooley, Mississippi
Valley Coach. "Some said he throws ¾
arm, not straight over the ear. But when
I said that Chuck Long (former Iowa
quarterback now in the NFL) throws
sidearm, like a sling-shot, they would just
hush up.
"Others said his forty-yard dash time
(4.64)wasnotquickenough, but I'd point
out that (Robbie) Boscoe and (Bernie)
Kosar run 4.9 forty's but they got drafted .
"I also was told he didn 't have good
quarterback mechanics, but if the kid
brokeall those records, why change him?
Why mess him up?
, "They were all looking for an excuse.
I daskthemtotell me why, to give me an
answer that I could buy and live with . But
they couldn't."
C_
O?ley, called "the Gunslinger" for
devising the offense that used five wide
receivers, no huddle, and no tight ends,
also pointed to the bottom line-that
Valley's record with Totten during the last
lhreeyearswas 24-7-1 . " He could throw
th efootball as well as any quarterback in
lhe country, except for those in the pros.''
Asked why he thought Totten wasn 't
drafted, Chuck Prophet who doubles as
~ II
, .
,
a ey ~ director of athletics and sports information, said facetiously " Well I guess
he
'
'
must not have been what the pro
teams
were looking for. He could throw ,
ru
_n a super offense, and he was a
winner."
. Then, not mincing words, Prophet continued , "W·11·
1Ie Totten has more natural

talent than most major college quarterbacks ever dream of. Maybe it's because
he's black and went to a small black
college."
Cooley and Prophet both pointed out
that the pro scouts said the same thing
about Jerry Rice, Valley's record-setting
wide receiver who was on the other end
of most of Satellite's passes in 1983 and
1984, and who was Rookie-of-the-Year
with the San Francisco 49 'ers last year.
" They told me he (Rice) wasn't fast
enough ," Cooley said, " but look at him
now."
Cooley said the slight bothered Totten.
" It hurt him, naturally. He's embarrassed .
He went into hiding . He couldn't answer
all the questions, and I couldn't answer
them either. I still can't."
Totten did sign , finally, to play professional football. But with the British Columbia Lions of the Canadian Football
League, not the NFL or the USFL.
With the Lions, 1985 Grey Cup Champ ions, Totten will compete with four other
quarterbacks for the two spots that are
open. Roy lswalt is the starting quarterback while Bernard Hawk, a rookie from
Bethune-Cookman, is another QB
candidate.
"I am really happy that the B.C. Lions
gave me this opportunity," Totten said
shortly after signing . "I hope I can prove
to the world that Willie Totten can play pro

football. I have no problems about going
to Canada. I am at peace with myself."
Cooley was also happy for his former
player. '' For whatever reason or reasons
he was overlooked by other football
teams and leagues, I hope that they
(British Columbia) are happy. I feel with
their (Lions) wide-open passing game,
Totten is in hog heaven ." ■
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